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.{O 440 (Rev. l2l09) Summons in a Civil Actio¡

Rickey Dale Holtsclaw

IJwmED STATES DISTRICT Counl

Plaintiff

v^
Lioneld Jordan

ST]MMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION

To; @efendant's ¡tame and address) a9¡-V- ?l,Flv"tteviI|e' Arkansas
Lioneld Jordan, Mayor
113 W. Mountain Street
Fayetteville, AR 72701

fbr the

Westem District of Arkansas

Defendant

A lawsuit has been filed agaìnst you.

Within 21 days after service of this sìünmons on you (not counting the day you received iÐ - or 60 days if you
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ.
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) 

- 
you must serve on the plaintitran ans\lrer to ttre attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintifPs attorney,
whose name and address are:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

civirActionNo I þ -d)âO

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint.
You also must file your answer or motion with the court.

Date:
uca rÐeþ 79¡p

E}OUGIAS F" YOUfUG
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Rickey Dale Holtsclaw
PO Box 315
Uniontown, Arkansas 7295 5
479-259-7041
rickeyho lts claw @gmail. co m

Rickey Dale Holtsclaw, Pro Se

Plaintiff,

vs.

Sandy Sanders, Mayor ofFort Smith,

Arkansas; (City of Fort Smith)

Kevin Lindsey, Police Chieî Fort Smith

Arkansas; (City of Fort Smith)

Lioneld Jordan, Mayor of Fayetteville,

Arkansas; (City of Fayetteville)

Greg Tabor, Chief of Police, Fayetteville,

Arkansas; (City of Fayetteville)

Defendant(s)

UNITED STATE DISTRICT COURT

WESTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS

q,EHf;ffi
FILED

FEB 0 { 20t6

T¡or^". YouNG,oerk
DÞeoyOe*

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

caseNo.:No lb eOeO
Violations of Title 42 U.S.C. $ 1983
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Sandy Sanders, Mayor ofFort Smith, Arkansas

623 Garrison Ave #315

Fort Smith, AR 72901

Phone: (479)784-24376
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Kevin Lindsey, Chief ofPolice, Fort Smith, Arkansas

Fort Smith Police Department

100 South 10th Street

Fort Smith, AR 72901

Phone: (47g)785-4221

In fb@)Fort SmithFD. orS
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Plaintiffl s Introduction

In obedience to the complaint specific requirements stemming from Bell Atlantic Corp.

V. Twombly (2007) and Ashcroft V. Iqbal (2009) and in the absence of any retrievable Pro Se

instructions relevant to specific complaint narrative requirements, the Plaintiff witl endeavor to

be as thorough, yet succinct as possible, in the construction of this Pleading thereby providing

"enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face." @ell Atlantic Corp. V.

Twombly - 2007) The Plaintiff apologizes to the Court for the detail and length of this Pleading,

but the subject matter is one requiring suffrcient explanation and examples in order to adequately

explain the intricacies of the law and the allegations relevant to this civil action.

As a Pro Se Plaintiff I humbly and respectfully request that the Court hear my plea for

intercession as I have battled and struggled over the past seven-to-eight-years seeking resolutions

to the violations of Constitutional protections articulated within this Pleading. It was my hope

and intent to avoid encumbering the Court for intercession; unfortunately, my pleas have fallen

on deaf ears; therefore, I humbly request the Court's attention in this matter that directly involves

the protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of the State of Arkansas as well as the

citizens throughout the United States.

My name is Rickey D. Holtsclaw @laintiff) and I am a citizen of the United States of

America and a citizen of the State of Arkansas. I am a retired 3l year veteran Texas law

enforcement officer and while in an enforcement capacity, I endeavored, with fervor, to protect

the citizenry within my area of responsibility from the exponentially increasing, intrusive, illegal,

dangerous, vehicular noise emanating from automobiles, trucks and motorcycles that were

illegally modifred or illegally equipped with a non-compliant aftermarket exhaust mechanism.

Non-compliant motor vehicle noise, though far too often touted by untrained law enforcement

personnel as a non-issue, is the #1 destroyer of good quality-oÊlife standards for many millions

of American Citizens, on a daily basis, especially those living in densely populated urban

areas.(14)
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These illegally LOUD, illegally equipped motor vehicles emit two-four-six or more times

(logarithmic scale) 1s¡ the legal 80 dB(A) total vehicle noise emissions as per the Environmental

Protection Agencies "Code ofFederal Regulations" relevant to medium - heavy duty trucks and

street motorcycles operating on the public roadways of the United States.(ø) The United States

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), subsequent to thorough testing and contributions from

the medical and related science communities, has stipulated that the 80 dB(A) total vehicular

noise emissions restriction is the "minimum" level of protection for the general public.trsl

The Arkansas State Legislature, concerned about the health and welfare of the Citizens of

Arkansas, codified a very articulate vehicular noise law to-wit "Arkansas Motor Vehicle and

Traffic Laws"'27-37-601"Noise or Smoke Producing Devices Prohibited" which the defining

elements contained there-in mirror the protective concerns of the Code of Federal Regulations

relevant to vehicular noise emissions. The Plaintiff will discuss the protective elements and the

genesis of Arkansas' muffler law in a subsequent section ofthis civil action.

Though the State of Arkansas does have one of the most articulate, defîning, enforceable

muffler statutes within the United States, the Plaintiffwill show that Arkansas' Law

Enforcement Community has, with obvious nonfeasance, failed to fulfill their sworn duty to

protect and serve the Citizens of Arkansas, the Plaintiffand the Plaintiff s family, from the

unlawful vehicular noise assault perpetrated upon them, on a daily basis, by the purveyors of

illegal, non-compliant, physiologically injurious, psychologically stressful, unregulæed motor

vehicle noise emissions. Furthermore, the Plaintiff will show that the vehicular noise debacle

plaguing the Citizens of the State of Arkansas has and continues to be exacerbated by intentional

misfeasance, nonfeasance and complicit malfeasance on the part of certain Arkansas Municipal

Officials whose "violative" decision-making and policy making outside the scope of their ofTicial

governmental responsibilities has directly and indirectly violated the Plaintiffs civil protections

under Title 42u.s.c. $ 1983.

The vehicular NOISE debacle in the State of Arkansas and throughout the United States

has been inescapable/unavoidable for such an extended period of time that a majority of
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Arkansans naively believe illegally LOUD motor vehicles v/ere manufactured to be intrusively

LOUD and, to the shame of Arkansas' law enforcement community, very little to nothing is

done in the way of enforcement to counter this misunderstanding - as evidence will substantiate!

A majority of the citizewy within A¡kansas and around the United States fail to complain or

actively get involved in movements to stop the illegal vehicular noise plaguing our Nation as a

result of a fear of retaliation and because they erroneously believe there is "too much money

involved," "the problem is too pervasive," "too much politics," too many people of influence

participating in the illegal behavior of operating a non-compliant, illegally loud motor vehicle on

our roadways. Yet a simple search on the World Wide Web will provide pages of angry and

desperate pleas for intercession and questions from the vehicular noise beleaguered citizenry

pleading for answers and assistance.

The Plaintiff respectfully asks the Court and the Leadership of the State of Arkansas this

question; When did common decency, love and respect for one's neighbor and his family,

concern for the health and welfare of our children, our elderly, our handicapped - those most

physiologically sensitive and susceptible to the injurious effects of the unregulated vehicular

noise NONSENSE on our roadways, become irrelevant and secondary to the desires of those

individuals obsessed with the Hellish ideology of Moral Relativism, selfishness and the pursuit

of hedonism? Were our laws, as a controlling agent relevant to man's base-nature, not codified

for our protection and the protection and welfare of our posterity as we, in a civilized society,

pursue a good quality of life in which to raise and nurture our childrer¡ freely worship our God,

honor, love and respect our neighbor in obedience to our Lord's commandments?

It has been suggested that enforcement of a law relevant to illegal vehicular noise is a

"discretionary law enforcement function." I respectfully ask the Court, is the protection of the

health and welfare of the Citizens of Arkansas, the health and welfare of our children, our

elderly, our handicapped, a "discretionary law enforcement function?" Does ourLaw

Enforcement Community have an obligation to intercede on behalf of the public and provide

protection for our children, our elderly, our handicapped and our families from vehicular noise
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assault perpetrated upon them by millions of motor vehicles such as the ones portrayed in this

video? See : http s. //www. )¡outub e. com/watch?v:Vn0 5 1 GA6 Gng

J

4

5

6

7

"The day will come when man will have to fight noise as inexorably as cholera and the

plague," Nobel Prize-winning bacteriologist Robert Koch warned in 1905; "that day has

undeniably drawn nearer."1r8¡
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The Law Relevant to this Civil Action

Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Trafüc Law, specifically,

Subchapter 6 - Mufflers

27-37-601. Noise or smoke producing devices prohibited.

(a) Every motor vehicle shall, at all times, be equippedwith afactory-installcd nutfÍler or one

duplicatingfactory specifications, in goodworking order and in constãnt operation, to prevent

excessive or unusual noise and annoying smolce.

þ) No person shøll use on a motor vehicle upon the publìc roads, higlmays, streets, or alleys of

this state, nor shall any person sellfor use on a motor vehícle upon the public roads, high,vays,

streets, or alleys of this state, a mffier, other than as defined in subsection (a) of this section,

ctttout, bypass, similar device, or cmy type devicewhich produces excessive or utrusual noise or

smoke.
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The Congress of the United Statesfinds that,((6)

" ...inadequately controlled noise presents a growing dønger to the health andwelfare of

the Nation's population, particularly inurban øreas."

7

Environmental Noise - U.S. Congress &

U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency- Statement
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" ...the major sources of noise include transportation vehicles and equipment, machinery,

oppliances, and other products in commerce." 
,

" ...while primary responsibilityfor control of noise restswith State and local

governments, Federal action is essential to dealwith major noise sources in commerce

control of which require natiornl uniformity of treatment."

"The Congress declares that it is the policy of the United States to promote an

environment for all Americans free from noise that jeopardizes their health or welfare. "
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Statement from the Environmental Protection Agency @PA)1rz¡

Noise pollution adversely affects the lives of millions of people. Studies hsve shown that

there are direct linlcs between noise and health. Problems related to noise include stress related

illnesses, high blood pressure, speech interference, hearing loss, sleep disruption, and lost

productivity. Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) is the most common and often discussed

health ffict, but research has shown that exposure to constant or high levels of noise can cause

countless adverse health affects. These sources of noise, according to the EPA, are rail and

motor carriers, Iow noise emission products, construction equipment, transport equipment,

truclcs, motorcJÌcles.

According to the U.S. Congress and the EPA, primary reqponsibilityfor control of noise

rests with State and local governments. Under the Clean Air Act, the EPA administrator

established the Ofice of Noise Abatement and Control (ONAC) to cdrry out investigations and

studies on noise and its effect on the public health andwelfare. Through ONAC, the EPA

coordinated aII Federal noise control activities, but in I98I the Aùninistration concluded that

noise issues were best handled at the State and local level.
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Though the Plaintiffis Pro Se, having been employed as a law enforcement ofücer for

over 3l years, I fully understand the purpose and intent of immunity defenses and I am not so

naive as to think that the Defendants in this civil action will not seek that Eleventh Amendment

umbrella as well; therefore, a few points of clarification before discussing the central theme of

this Pleading, the Cause of Action.

As the Plaintiffprepares this Pleading, every time Arkansas' Title 21 Immunity

Declaration arises the questions follow the anger. It is obvious that a State does not have a

beating heart, but does it not have a conscience possessing a sense ofjustice, fidelity, honor and

morality? How does the State of Arkansas rationalize the Constitutional protections promised to

its citizenry in exchange for the faithfulness and service of those citizens, yet legislate itself into

an elevated moral standing tantamount to one that is above reproach, one that is above the law?

Clarification of Immunity Concerns

Relevant to 42 U.S.C. $ f983

9

10
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l3
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Has the State of Arkansas not only deceived is citizenry, but boldly lied to them as well?

How does the State of Arkansas promise its citizenry redress through the words "Every person is

entitled to a certain remedy in the laws for all injuries or wrongs he may receive in his person,"

yet with stark hypocrisy rationalize or justi$r sheltering Municipal offìcials when their conduct

declares them guiþ of malfeasance, nonfeasance, deception, negligence and complete disregard

for the health and welfare of its cituenry, the very citizewy that looks to Arkansas' Leadership

for protection and services?

Do we not pay a hefty tær for this reciprocal relationship? Is not our faithfulness and

obedience to your edicts worthy of your honesty and faithftlness as promised us in the

Document in which you acknowledge the providence of God? Are we not a Nation whose

Government is based on the rule of law and does there not exist a civil-reciprocal-Constitutional-

contract between the State and its citizens, between the Sovereign and the servant? If the citizen

severs this contract through antisocial conduct, the State swiftly delves out punishment
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accordingly to deter further acts of disobedience, but if Arkansas, represented by its Leadership,

runs afoul of the law, the State declares itself untouchable and beyond reproach; therefore, not

only denying its citizens redress, but failing to provide appropriate negative reinforcement to

deter further breaches of Constitutional protections. How can this be?

Considering Deitsch v. Tillery, 309 Ark. 401 (Ark. 1992), The Supreme Court of

Arkansas affrrmed that local governments can be sued directly under 42 U.S.C.S. $ 1983 if the

alleged unconstitutional action implements or executes a policy statement, ordinance, regulation,

or decision offrcially adopted and promulgated by that body's offrcers.

In Monell v. Dep't of Soc. Servs., 436 U.S. 658 (U.S. 1978), the United States Supreme

Court affrrmed that local governments, municipal corporations, and school boards were

"persons" subject to liability under 1983, and thus were not wholly immune from 1983 suits; (2)

that as "persons" subject to liability under 1983, local governing bodies could be sued directly

for monetary, declaratory or injunctive relief where the action that was alleged to be

unconstitutional implemented a policy statement, ordinance, regulation, or decision officially

adopted by that body's officers, or where constitutional deprivations were visited pursuant to

governmental "custorn," even though such custom had not received formal approval through the

body's decision making channels.

These affrrmative defenses to immunity protections are significant and wholly relevant to

this civil action. The Defendants within this civil action are identified at various points in the

body of this Pleading as "Mayor" or as a "Police Chief' of a Municipality.

1) When a Municipal Offrcial - a Mayor authorizes and implements a fund-raising event

in order to generate revenre for the respective coffer, is the authorization and implementation of

that fund-raiser a required duty of that office or is this decision one beyond the scope of a

governmental duty, outside the necessary and required duties of the office?

2) If the expenditure of Municipal funds are authorized by a city administration to

implement the fund raiser, does this Municipal financial contribution to the fund-raising event

establish a "policy" and in-turn make the decision relevant to authorization and implementation
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of the fund-raiser a govemmental duty of the Offrcial encumbered withthe ultimate

responsibility of dispersing those Municipal funds?

3) If the Mayor of a Municipality repeatedly engages in violative decision-makirg

relevant to a fund-raising endeavor that blatantly usurps a State Statute, a clearly established law,

codified specifically for the protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of that State, has

that Municipal Offrcial, for all intent and purpose, established a policy or a governmental custom

even though the administration or the legislative body of that Municipality has not specifically or

offrcially enacted said policy?

4) Does the fact that a Mayor repeatedly engages in violative decision-making relevant to

a fund-raising endeavor, one that blatantly usurps a clearly established law, a State Statute

codifred specifically for the protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of that State, the

State Statute being ignored and made impotent by means of a non-enforcement policy issued by

the Mayor to the Police Chief for reasons of generating increased profits for said fund-raising

endeavor; does the repetitive nature of this blatant disregard for the health and welfare of the

citizenry of the State; the blatant disregard of the Mayor for his/her oath of office; this blatant

disregard of a clearly established State Codified St¿tute, repeated year after year, considering the

fact that the Mayor involved in these acts of obvious malfeasance has not suffered one allegation

of wrongdoing, censure, impeachment, by the Municipal city administratior¡ does this suggest

tacit complicity in the Mayor's malfeasance by the Municipality's administrative and legislative

body as a whole? If so, does the administrative and legislative body of that Municipality incur

culpability as a result ofthe complicitious relationship and does the administration and

legislative body incur liability equal to that ofthe offending Mayor? As a result of the

administrations tacit approval of the violative decision making by the Mayor as evidenced by the

approval of Municipal funds in support of the violæive decision and a complete absence of

censure relevant to the Mayor's violative decision making from the administratiorq does this

complicit approval of the Mayor's actions suggest a governmental custom though said "custom"

has not been enacted into a code or ordinance?
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5) Does the facl that aMayor, number-one in the Municipality's chain-oÊcommand,

enacts a policy or custom that blatantly usurps a State Codified Law, a clearly established law,

one that is specifically enacted for the protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of that

State, and the Police Chiet, number-two in the Municipality's chain-oÊcommand, enters into

agreement with/advocates the Mayor's malfeasance in usurping said rule of law and the Police

Chief, in direct violation of his oath of office and his duty to the police personnel under his

authority as well as his duty to the citizens within his jurisdiction, institutes an unwritten policy

that, in order to ensure the increased profit ratio of the fund-raiser, no enforcement action will be

taken relevant to the clearly established State Codified Law - a law instituted specifically for the

protection of the health and welfare of the citizens ofthat Stæe; has this complicitious decision-

making scenario and enactment of an unwritten policy advocating antisocial conduct (no

enforcement of violations of a specific law when committed by the privileged group contributing

a greater share of the fund-raising profits) in addition to instituting an unwritten policy that

makes a codified clearly established State Statute of no effect, a codified statute specifically

enacted for the protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of the State; is this Police

Chief and the Mayor gurlty of malfeasance and nonfeasance relevant to providing the citizens of

the Stæe equal protection of the law as guaranteed them within the State Constitution as well as

the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution- a42 U.S.C. $ 1983 protection?

The following Cause of Action will endeavor to answer in the affirmative and the Plaintiff

respectfully requests the opportunity to present this evidence to a jury of his peers.
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City of Fort Smith, Arkansas

Defendant Sandy Sanders, Mayor

Defendant Kevin Lindsey, Chief of Police

On May 01, 2015, within the State of Arkansas, County of Sebastian, City of Fort

Smith, the ls Annual Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally was held with approximately thirty-

thousand (30,000) people participating in the event; ten-thousand (10,000) motorcycles are

estimated to have been in attendance with statistics indicating that approximately eighty-

percent(2) ofthose motorcycles were illegally equipped or illegally modified to emit exhaust

emissions injurious to the health and welfare ofthe Citizens of Arkansas as well as being in stark

violation to Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,27-37-601, Noise or Smoke Producing

Devices Prohibited.rrl

On May 5,2015, two days after the ls Annual Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally, the Plaintiff

attended a Fort Smith town-hall meeting, sat down with Mayor Sanders and the Fort Smith City

Council and admonished Mayor Sanders regarding the illegality of the Steel Horse Motorcycle

Rally relevant to the incredibly loud, illegally LOUD motorcycles involved in said rally in

disproportionally large numbers.(2o) The Plaintiff sat across the table from Mayor Sanders, read

him and the attending City Council the law, explained the ramifications of inviting the LOUD

thuggery into the Municipality of Fort Smith, but Mayor Sanders was completely unreceptive to

the Plaintiff s concerns for the health and welfare of the citizens of Fort Smith and the citizens of

Arkansas as a whole. In fact, Mayor Sanders, Police Chief Lindsey and the City Administration

ofFort Smith have already planned another audible assault on the citizens of Arkansas for 2016.

The 2"d A¡nual Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally is scheduled for April 29ú - 301h, 2016 and

according to Rally coordinators, the 2016 rally will be "bigger and better than the first rally."ir¡
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The Mayor of Fort Smith, Sandy Sanders (Defendant), and the Police Chief of Fort

Smith, Kevin Lindsey (Defendant), failed to provide any form of pre-rally assurance of

motorcycle noise emissions compliancy and this complete disregard for the health and welfare of

the Citizens of A¡kansas, as well as the Plaintiffand the Plaintiff s family, precipitated the

egregious violations of the Plaintiff s civil protections under Title 42 U.S.C. $ 1983.

This blatant violation of Constitutional protections \ /as exacerbated by the nonfeasance

and malfeasance of the Fort Smith Police Department under the direction of Police Chief Kevin

Lindsey, which failed to issue a single citation for violations of Arkansas' mufller statute or any

applicable ordinance, a clearly established law, though thousands of the non-compliant, illegally

LOUD motorcycles attending the rally v/ere operated in stark violation of Arkansas Motor

Vehicle and Traffic Laws, 27-37-601, a clearly established law - a State Law codified

specifically for the protection of the health and welfare of all Arkansans. Has Arkansas traded

the protections promised its Citizenry in the State and Federal Constitution for money? Evidence

contained within this pleading would ans\ryer in the affrrmative! The following 2015 Steel Horse

Motorcycle Rally (shot) Video singles out one or two illegally equipped motorcycles in

attendance at the Rally. Additional videos are available upon request by the Court, some are

contained within subsequent sections of this Pleading. This particular video has been selected as

it demonstrates the noise emissions of a single unregulated motorcycle exhaust system at the

2015 Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally. Consider the cumulative effect of thousands of these

exhausts in mass within a city-center or onthe public roadways of Arkansas. Video:

irttps ://wwu,. }¡outube. com/watch?v:04tSUTZmBpii

I)iscussionÆvidence

Mayor Sanders, desperately desiring the revenue generated by the Steel Horse

Motorcycle Rally:

l) Opted to make no pre-rally notification to the motorcycle community advising

compliancy standards to Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic La'w, a clearly established law, due

the fact that Mayor Sanders understood, via experiential knowledge, that the overwhelming
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majority of the motorcyclists attending the Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally would be operating an

illegally LOUD, illegally equipped motorcycle in stark violation of a clearly established law to -
wit Arkansas' muffler statute, 27-37-601;therefore, to avoid dissuading the attendance and

subsequent profits generated by the Loud Motorcycle Community, Mayor Sanders traded

concerns and responsibility for the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas for the

potential revenue of the Loud Motorcycle Community. For all intent-and-purpose, Mayor

Sanders established his own polic)'of no pre-rally notification of compliance standards and this

policy was obviously approved by Fort Smith's City Administration and Legal Department as

they approved funding for the rally and there has been no subsequent censure relevant to Mayor

Sanders' violative decision to ignore the civil protections ofthousands of Arkansans. In fact,

Mayor Sanders, Chief Lindsey, the Administrative and Legislative body ofFort Smith, Arkansas

have scheduled another audible assault on the citizens of Arkansas in April of 2016; therefore, it

is obvious that a governmental "custom" or policy has been established even though every

individual complicit in establishing this policy of non-enforcement of a codified State law, a

clearly established law, witnessed the thousands of violations to Arkansas' State muffler statute

by the operators of incredibly LOUD, intrusive, physiologically dangerous, non-compliant

motorcycles involved in the 2015 Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally. Apparently, Fort Smith's City

Administration has not the slightest concern for the citizenry whose quality-of-life was destroyed

by the illegal, unnecessary motorcycle noise nonsense during the 2015 rally!

2) Mayor Sanders, to ensure the continued presence of the overly-represented Loud

Motorcycle Community and the profits for the City coffer generated by same, entered into a

complicit agreement with his Police Chie{, Kevin Lindsey, that Arkansas Motor Vehicle and

Traffrc Law,27-37-601, a clearly established law, a muffler law codified by the Arkansas State

Legislature for the protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas, would be

disregarded/ignored by the Fort Smith Police Department. Freedom of Information Act statistics

confirm that the Fort Smith Police Department did not issue a single citation for vehicular noise

violations during the 2015 Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally though the Fort Smith area was
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inundated with thousands of motorcycles operated in stark violation of Arkansas Motor Vehicle

and Traffic Law,27-37-601, a State muffler law requiring that every motor vehicle operated on

the roadways of Arkansas be equipped with the quiet factory-installed muffler or a muffler

duplicating the specifications of the factory-installed muffler - a very quiet, respectful muffler

indeed!

3) Mayor Sanders and Chief Lindsey, by enacting their own policy of non-enforcement

for profìt, are blatantly guilty of malfeasance and nonfeasance which culminated in a starþ

egregious, outrageous, violation ofthe Plaintiffs Constitutional right to equal protection of the

law guaranteed the Plaintiff in the Fourteenth Amendment ofthe United States Constitutioq a

serious and flagrant violation of Title 42 U.S.C. $ 1983. Mayor Sanders and Chieflindsey were

fully aware of the existence of Arkansas' Muffler Statute, a clearly established law; after all, it is

their duty to be knowledgeable of the laws of the State of Arkansas as Municipal oflicers have a

duty and responsibility to enforce all State Criminal and Traffrc Laws as they are licensed

through the State ofArkansas.

4) The Plaintiffand the Plaintiff s family, along with an untold number of innocent

Arkansans, were audibly assaulted by the motorcyclists attending the Steel Horse Motorcycle

Rally on May 01, 2015 through May 03, 2015. The illegal, intrusive, physiologically dangerous

noise emissions from illegally equipped motorcycles permeate the protective confines of the

multi-million dollar chapel of my place of worship and disrupt my right to freely worship my

God without encumbrance. While conducting personal business in the City of Fort Smith and

Van Buren, Arkansas, illegally equipped, illegally LOUD motorcycles were and are an almost

constant audible attack on my physical body, a psychological disruption, distraction, intrusion

and an unnecessary and illegal nuisance - illegally equipped, illegally LOUD motorcycles being

the most frequent and pronounced culprits of civil protections violations and destroyer of good

quality-of-life standards, especially during the warmer months of the year. Illegal motorcycle

noise emissions that are especially physiologically injurious to our children, our elderly and our
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As a result ofMayor Sanders' and Chief Lindsey's failure to provide the Plaintiffwith

equal protection of the law by instituting or enacting a policy or custom of non-enforcement

relevant to Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,27-37-601, a clearly established law, a

codified State muffler law enacted for the protection of the health and welfare of the Plaintiff,

the Plaintiff suffered the physiological and psychological effects of the unregulated, ittegal

LOTID motorcycles exhaust emissions on Sunday, May 03,2015, as these irresponsible

purveyors of NOISE exited the Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally. As the Plaintiffexited his

place of worship that Sunday, the roadways were inundated with the egregiously LOUD,

non-compliant motorcycles being operated by the Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally
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ll

participants and consequently, the Plaintiffsuffered the physiological and psychological

manifestations of stress, ânger e.g. elevated blood pressure, elevated heart rate, intern

t2

13

frustration at having been, once asain, repeatedly, audibly assaulted by the sellish

purveyors of illegal motorcycle noise and having been forced, once aqain, to watch and

T4

l5

endure the noise intrusion as my Wife was also assaulted by the illegally LOUD

motorcycles exiting the Steel Horse Motorcycle Ratly - a direct cause-and-effect stemming

from the purposeful violative decision making of Mayor Sanders and Police Chief Lindsey

to exchange concerns for the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas for the profits

generated by means of a motorcycle rally disproportionally attended by members of the

LOUD Motorcycle Community.

As a result of Mayor Sanders' and Chieflindsey's conspiratorial decision to ignore the

protections provided by Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffrc Laws, specifically 27-37-60I, a

clearly established law, by enacting their own policy or custom stþlating non-enforcement of

said State codified law and in-turn establishing their own law, custom or policy of malfeasance

and nonfeasance with the tacit approval of the Fort Smith City Administration, the Plaintiff s

Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of equal protection of the law was violated in accordance with

Title42 U.S.C. $ 1983,
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Every person who, under color oÍ any statute, ordinønce, regulation, c-ttstom, or usage, oJ

any State or Tenitory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected,

any citizen of the United States or other personwithin the jurisdiction thereof to the

deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws,

shall be liable to the party injured in an action at Iøw, suit in equitlt, or other proper

proceedingfor redress, except that in any action brought against a judicial oficerfor an

act or omission taken in mch fficer's judicial capacity, injunctive relief shall not be

granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or decløratory relief was unavailable.

For the purposes of this section, any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to the

District of Columbia shall be considered to be a statute of the District of Columbia.

Amendment XlV. Section 1.

AII persons born or rnturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction

thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside. No state

shall make or enforce any lattt which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens

of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any person oÍ lfe, Iiberty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person wíthín its jurísdícrton the equal

protectìon of the Imts.

The Plaintiff in fear of arrest, incarceration and embarrassing his family and shaming his

Lord, was forced to stand idly by as the bully - irresponsible purveyors of illegally LOUD

motorcycles exiting the Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally audibly assaulted his family with impunity

and absolutely NOTHING was done or is done by Arkansas' Law Enforcement Community to

intercede and stop the vehicular noise abuse - absolutely NO negative reinforcement exists to

deter or STOP the out-of-control vehicular NOISE that is exponentially increasing on the

roadways of Arkansas due to non-enforcement/nonfeasance. This is a stark violation of State

and Federal Constitutional protections and this is completely unacceptable! Only those that

advocate vehicular noise thuggery and those ignorant of basic physics relevant to the destructive
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potential of sound impacting human physiology would ignore this most egregious violation of

human dignity and safety! It is time for the vehicular noise nonsense to stop!

It is important to note that during the Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally on May 01, 2015

through May 03, 2015 and from April 01, 2015 to October 01, 2015 (six-month FOIA

evaluation), Defendant Kevin Lindsey and the Fort Smith Police Department did not issue a

single citation for violations of Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffrc Law,27-37-601(a) requiring

that all motor vehicles operating on the roadways of Arkansas be equipped with a very quiet

factory-installed muffler or a muffler conforming to the specifications of the factory-installed

muffler.

It is also important to note that between April 01, 2015 and October 01, 2015, Defendant

Lindsey and the Fort Smith Police Department did not conduct a single investigation into muffler

retail establishments selling vehicular mufflers in violation of Arkansas Motor Vehicle and

Traffrc Law,27-37-601(b) - it is illegal to sell a muffler in the State of Arkansas that does not

conform to the specifications of the factory-installed muffler.

On May 5, 2015, a couple of days subsequent to the ls A¡nual Steel Horse Motorcycle

Rally, the Plaintiff attended an open-forum town-hall meeting with Mayor Sanders and the City

Council of Fort Smith, Arkansas.lzo¡ Mayor Sanders presented accolades and words of praise for

the police and fire department, workers and volunteers that had contributed to making the Steel

Horse Motorcycle Rally a resounding [financial] success, but - not one word was uttered

concerning the thousands of Arkansans that had their personal lives and their quality-oÊlife

negatively impacted by the incredibly LOUD, illegal motor vehicle noise, specifically

motorcycle emissions noise, that easily permeate the protective confines of residential homes,

business, places of worship, daycares, retirement homes, medical facilities. Mayor Sanders and

the Fort Smith Council expressed absolutely no concern for the very individuals that elected

them into ofüce, the very citizens that have an expectation of protection and service from their

elected ofiìcials. These citizens were denied those State and Federal Constitutional provisions

that promise an opportunity for all citizens to enjoy a good quality-of-life standard, to enjoy life,
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liberty and tranquility in which to raise and nurture their family, to love and worship their God

and live a productive and wholesome life in peace, security and to enjoy domestic tranquility.

After the town-hall meeting had recessed, the Plaintiffsat down at a gathering of large

tables where he met with Mayor Sanders and the Fort Smith City Council. The Plaintiff

admonished Mayor Sanders and the Council concerning the Steel Horse Motorcycle Ralty - to

please stop the vehicular noise nonsense in their City. In the presence of Mayor Sanders and the

Fort Smith Council, the Plaintiff clearly articulated A¡kansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,

27-37-601and explained the lawlessness, the intrusiveness, the destructive nature of the

unregulated motorcycles that had flooded the Fort Smith area over the previous weekend as these
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l0 selfish purveyors of illegal motorcycle noise entered into our State to attend the Steel Horse

Motorcycle Rally. The Plaintiffalso discussed the daily violations relevant to incredibly LOUD

motor vehicles operating on the roadways of Fort Smith apparently completely unencumbered b

law enforcement.

At the conclusion of my discussion with Mayor Sanders and the Council, a question was

asked by a Council member, "Do you have a problem with noise from the rally only or do you
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have a problem with motor vehicle noise in Fort Smith generally?" To which the Plaintiff

replied, "Yes!" Though Mayor Sanders and the Fort Smith Council have been clearly warned of

the egregious violations to personal civil liberties perpetrated upon the citizens of Arkansas by

motorcyclists operating incredibly LOUD, illegally equipped motorcycles during the Steel Horse

Motorcycle Rally and within the city limits ofFort Smith on a daily basis, Mayor Sanders and

Kevin Lindsey, Chief of the Fort Smith Police Department in conjunction with Fort Smith's City

Administration, have planned another vehicular noise assault, in mass, on the citizens of

Arkansas to commence on April 29 - Ãpnl3},2016, the 2od Annual Steel Horse Motorcycle

Rally. Again, only those that advocate vehicular noise thuggery and those ignorant of basic

physics relevant to the destructive potential of sound impacting human physiology would ignore

this most egregious violation of human dignity and safety! Why are our civil liberties being

denied us for profit?
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Relief Sought by Plaintiff

Fort Smith, Arkansas

Defendant Sandy Sanders: Compensatory Damages in the amount of

Five-hundred thousand dollars ($5001000.00)
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Defendant Kevin Lindsey: Compensatory Damages in the amount of

X'ive-hundred thous¿nd dollars ($500,000.00)
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Request by Plaintiff: Plaintiff respectfully requests that all motorcycle rallies within the city

limits of Fort Smith as well as the State of Arkansas be terminated until such time a State Policy

is instituted to ensure the protection ofthe health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas from

the audible assault perpetrated upon them by illegally equipped, illegally LOUD motorcycles in

attendance at these rallies. Motorcycles which are operated in stark violation of A¡kansas Motor

Vehicle and Traffic Law,27-37-601 - a clearly established State law.

Furthermore, the Plaintiffrequests that all motorcycle rallies be prefaced with a pre-rally

notification via the \Morld Wide Web, Rally Website, news media, print media, advising

potential participants that Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffrc Laws will be enforced with an

emphasis placed on Arkansas' muffler statute, 27-37-601- a State codified muffler law enacted

by the A¡kansas State Legislature specifically for the protection of the health and welfare of the

citizens of Arkansas by means of requiring all motor vehicles operated on the roadways of the

State of Arkansas be equipped with the quiet factory-installed muffler or a muffler conforming to

the specifïcations of the factory-installed muffler.

Motorcycle rallies taking place within the State of Arkansas should be monitored by the

Arkansas State Police or the A¡kansas Highway Police due to the fact that the Leadership of

every Arkansas Municipality hosting motorcycle rallies has demonstrated via nonfeasance, thus

far, to be either unable or unwilling to police themselves, enforce applicable muffler laws and
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provide sufficient deterrents to the operation of illegally equipped, illegally loud motorcycles

that are present in overwhelmingly large numbers at these motorcycle rallies.

In addition, Plaintiff makes a heart-felt plea for intercession regarding the nonfeasance of

the Fort Smith Police Department and their complete failure to enforce Arkansas Motor Vehicle

and Traffrc Law,27-37-601(a) & (b) A mufiler statute that was codified by the A¡kansas State

Legislature for the protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas. Subsection

(a) requires that all motor vehicles operated on the roadways of Arkansas be equipped with the

quiet factory-installed muffler or a muffler conforming to the specifications of the factory-

installed muffler. Subsection (b) prohibits the retail-sell of a muffler mechanism within the State

of Arkansas that does not conform to the specifications of the factory-installed muffler. These

requirements and restrictions, relevant to the statutory elements of 27-37-601, were codified

specifically in response to concerns for the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas - why

is this easily enforceable muffler law ignored by those responsible for protecting the quality of

life of all Arkansans?
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FOIA enforcement statistics acquired by the Plaintiffrelevant to citations issued and

investigations conducted pertaining to Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,27-37-601,

substantiated the fact that the Fort Smith Police Department did not issue a single citation

between April 01, 2015 through October 01, 2015 for violations of 27-37-601(a) or any local

ordinance relevant to vehicular noise. These dates are inclusive of the three largest motorcycle

rallies held within the State of Arkansas - a period oftime when the State is inundated with

illegally loud, illegally equipped motorcycles, yet not oNE citation was issued.

The Fort Smith Police Department, during the six-month evaluation period, failed to

initiate a single investigation into muffler retail facilities that sell vehicle muffler mechanisms

that do not conform to the factory-installed muffler - a clear violation of 2l-37-601(b). The

Plaintiff is simply pleading for intercession from the Court on behalf of noise-beleaguered

Arkansans and the citizens of the United States as a whole.
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Defendant Lioneld Jordan, Mayor of Fayetteville, Arkansas

Defendant Greg Tabor, Chief ofPolice, Fayetteville, Arkansas

On September 22, 20 I 5 through Septemb er 26, 2015 , within the State of Arkansas,

County of Washington, City of Fayetteville, the 16û Annual Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle

Rally (BBB Motorcycle Rally) was held with approximately four-hundred thousand (400,000)

participants in attendance.(u) The 2016 Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally is scheduled to be

held on September 2I,2016 through September 24,2016 in Fayetteville, Arkansas.

Cause of Action

City of Fayeffeville, Arkansas

1) Mayor Lioneld Jordan, desperately desiring the revenue generated by the 16ù Annual

Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally understood, via experiential knowledge gained from

previous rallies in Fayetteville, that the overwhelming majority of the motorcyclists attending the

2015 Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally would be operating an illegally LOUD, illegally

equipped motorcycle in stark violation of Arkansas' muffler statute, 27-37-601; therefore, to

avoid dissuading the attendance and subsequent profits generated by the overwhelmingly large

number of rally participants from the Loud Motorcycle Community, Mayor Jordan traded

concerns for the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas for the potential revenue of the

Loud Motorcycle Community. For all intent-and-purpose, Mayor Jordan and Police Chief

Tabor, via a violative complicit act, established their own policy or custom of non-enforcement

i.e. nonfeasance and malfeasance in the interest of profit. Obviously, the Fayetteville City

Administration and Legislative departments advocate and support Mayor Jordan and Chief Tabor

in their decision to usurp the State codified rule of law to-wit 27-37-601, a clearly established

law and in its place institute their own law, custom or policy of non-enforcement in the interest

23



of profit and the assurance of the overwhelming numbers of participants in the rally from the

Loud Motorcycle Community.

The tacit approval of the malfeasance and nonfeasance of Mayor Jordan and Chief Tabor

by the City of Fayetteville's Administration is certainly indicative of a city policy or custom that

has existed, relevant to the Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally, for some sixteen-years. It is

also important to note at this point that both Mayor Jordan and Chief Tabor are fully aware of

Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,27-37-601, a clearly established law, a muffler statute

codified by the Arkansas State Legislature specifically for the protection of the health and

welfare ofthe citizens of Arkansas as well as they are aware ofthe City of Fayetteville's own

vehicular noise ordinance; after all, Municipal offïcers are required to enforce State Criminal and

Traffrc laws as they are licensed through the State of Arkansas.

2) Mayor Jordan, to ensure the continued presence ofthe overly-represented Loud

Motorcycle Community at the Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally and the profits forthe City

coffer generated by same, entered into a complicit agreement with his Police Chiet Greg Tabor

to u$rrp Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,2l-37-601, a clearly established law, a

muffler law codifïed by the Arkansas State Legislature for the protection of the health and
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welfare of the citizens of Arkansas, and agree that said law would be disregarded or ignored by

the Fayetteville Police Department. Chief Tabor is especially culpable seeing that he has openly

admitted in a letter posted on the Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally Website in2012 that the

"The biggest complaint the Police Department received during the rally is loud pipes [illegally

LOUD motorcycle exhaust emissions], especially in the evening and late night hours and in

residential neighborhoods."lrz¡ Freedom of Information Act statistics confirm that the
22

23
Fayetteville Police Department did not issue a single citation for vehicular noise violations (State
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or local ordinance) during the 2015 Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally though the Fayetteville

Arkansas area was inundated by many thousands of motorcycles operated in stark violation of

Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,27-37-601 as well as Fayetteville's own vehicular

noise ordinance.
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3) Mayor Jordan and Chief Tabor, by enacting their own policy or custom of non-

enforcement for profït while usurping the protections provided by a clearly established law to-

wit Arkansas 27-37-601, are blatantly guilty of malfeasance and nonfeasance which culminated

in a starþ egregious, outrageous, violation ofthe Plaintiff s Constitutional right to equal

protection of the law guaranteed the Plaintiff in the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States

Constitution, a serious and flagrant violation of Title 42 U.S.C. $ 1983.

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, c?tstom, or usdge,

any State or Tenitory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected,

any citizen of the United States or other personwithin the jurisdiction thereof to the

deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws,

shall be liable to the party injured in an action at Iøw, suit in equily, or other proper

proceedingfor redress, erccept that in any action brought against a judicial fficerfor an

act or omission taken in such officer's judicial capacity, injunctive relief shall not be

granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or declaratory relief was unavailable.
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For the purposes of this section, any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to the

District of Columbia shall be considered to be a statute of the District of Columbia.

Amendment )ilV. Section 1.

All persons born or rnturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction

thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside. No state

shall make or enforce any law which shnll abridge the privileges or immunities of citi.

of the United States; nor shall dny state deprive cmy person oÍW, liberty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person withín íts jurísdìctìon the equal

protectíon of the laws.

a) The Plaintiffand the Plaintiff s family, along with an untold number of innocent

Arkansans, \¡/ere audibly assaulted by the motorcyclists attending the Bikes, Blues, BBQ

Motorcycle Rally on September 22,2015 through September 26,2015. The illegal, intrusive,

physiologically dangerous noise emissions from illegally equipped motorcycles permeate the

25



protective confines ofthe multi-million dollar chapel of the Plaintiff s place of worship and

disrupt my right to freely worship my God without encumbrance. While conducting personal

business in the Van Buren, Arkansas area, illegally equipped, illegally LOUD motorcycles from

the Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally were an almost constant audible attack on my physical

body, a psychological disruptior¡ distraction, intrusion and an unnecessary and illegal nuisance -
illegally equipped, illegally LOUD motorcycles being the most frequent and pronounced culprits

of civil protections violations, especially during the warmer months of the year As a result of

Mayor Jordan's and Chief Tabor's failure to provide the Plaintiff with equal protection of the

law and opting instead to institute a selÊimposed policy/custom of non-enforcement for profit in

lieu of enforcing a cleady established law to-wit 27-37-601, the Plaintiffsuffered the

physiological and psychological effects of the unregulated, illegally LOUD motorcycles

exhaust emissions on Sunday, September 27 r 2015, as these irresponsible purveyors of

NOISE exÍted the Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Ralty, mâny of which flooded into the Van

Buren, Arkansas business district at Fayetteville Road and the Interstate-40 comidor.

As the Plaintiffexited his place of worship that Sunday, the roadwâys were

inundated with the egregiously LOUD, non-compliant motorcycles being operated by the

Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally participants who had entered into Van Buren,

,A,rkansas for food and seruices; consequently, the Plaintiffsuffered the physiological and

psychological manifestations of stress, anger e.g. elevated blood pressure, elevated heart

rate, internalized frustration at having been, once again, repeatedly, audibly assaulted by

the selfish puweyors of illegal motorcycle noise and having been forcedr g!!ggþ, to

watch and endure the noise intrusions âs my Wife was also assaulted by the illegally LOUD

motorcycles exiting the Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally - a direct cause-and-effect

stemming from the purposeful violative decision making of Mayor Jordan and Police Chief

Tabor to exchange concerns for the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas for the

profits generated ât a motorcycle rally disproportionally attended by members of the

LOUD Motorcycle Community.
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The Plaintiff, in fear of arrest, incarceration and embarrassing his family and shaming his

Lord, was forced to stand idly by as the bully - irresponsible purveyors of illegalty LOUD

motorcycles exiting the Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally audibly assaulted his family with

impunity and absolutely NOTHINGwas done or is done by Arkansas' Law Enforcement

Community to intercede and right this \ilrong - absolutely NO negative reinforcement exists to

deter or STOP the out-oÊcontrol NOISE nonsense exponentially increasing on the roadways of

Arkansas. This is a stark violation of State and Federal Constitutional protections and this is

completely unacceptablel Only those that advocate vehicular noise thuggery and those ignorant

of basic physics relevant to the destructive potential of sound impacting human physiology

would ignore this most egregious violation of human dignity and safety! This is a stark violation

of the Plaintiff s Fourteenth Amendment Constitutional guarantee to equal protection ofthe law,
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Amendment )ilV, Section l.

AII persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction

thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside. No state

shall malr,e or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens

of the United States; nor shall any state deprive cmy person oÍ life, liberty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person wìthin its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws.
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Mayor Lioneld Jordan has, throughout his term in office, compromised his integrity, his

oath of office and responsibilities as the Mayor ofFayetteville, Arkansas, by afürming,

advocating and assisting in the planning, organizing and implementation of the Bikes, Blues,

BBQ Motorcycle Rally (BBB Motorcycle Rally) where many thousands of motorcyclists atop

illegally equipped, illegally LOUD motorcycles attend each year. The Plaintiff has sent

numerous Emails to Mayor Jordan regarding the illegal operation of incredibly loud motorcycles

in Fayetteville. The thousands of egregiously LOUD, non-compliant motorcycles operated on the
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roadways of Fayetteville, Arkansas during the Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally in NO way

conform to the noise emissions requirements of Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Trafüc Law,27-37-

601 - A State muffler law codified for the protection of the health and welfæe of the citizens of

Arkansas by requiring all motor vehicles operated on the roadways of Arkansas be equipped with

the quiet factory-installed muffler or a muffler duplicating the specifications of the factory-

installed muffler - a very quiet, non-intrusive muffler. It is important to note that the non-

compliant motorcycles operated at the BBB Motorcycle Rally not only deny the citizens of

Fayetteville their Constitutional protections, but citizens within every Arkansas Municipality

located on the routes to and from this noisy event are audibly assaulted by the irresponsible

purveyors of illegally LOUD motorcycles.

Evidence will substantiate the fact that Mayor Jordan and Police Chief Tabor are
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mutually complicit in usuqping the rule of law, a clearly established law, a State codified muffler

law along with a codified city ordinance enacted for the protection of the health and welfare of

the citizens of A¡kansas. An enforcement analysis performed by the Plaintiff verifies that the

Fayetteville Police Department did not issue a single citation for vehicular noise violations under

the State statute or local ordinance during the 2015 BBB Motorcycle Rally, this, while many

thousands of illegally equipped, illegally LOUD motorcycles flooded that Municipality and 
]

I

literally audibly assaulted the citizens of said Municipality for days! Why? This vehicular 
I

audible assault is confîrmed by Chief Tabor himself in his personal letter to the anendees of the 
I

I

2012 BBB Motorcycle Rally published on the Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally Website: <rzl 
I

https://www.bikesbluesandbbq.or&/wp-content/uploads/20i2l08/Chiefs-tsB0-letter pcr 
I

I

Also see: https://www.)¡outube.com/watch?i,-ml2bEqdi:ck for a quick-peek at the topic 
I

of discussion relevant to this Pleading and as you view the video, imagine this group of 
I

I

irresponsible LOUD motorcyclists attending the BBB Motorcycle Rally traversing the roadway 
I

I

adjacent to the bedroom window of a handicapped child who has just been positioned for a nap 
I

by the child's mother. This is reality - this is unacceptable! Other videos are available should the 
I

Court have an interest in viewing them. Note the persuasive element of the Group Dynamic as 
I

I28 
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the riders recklessly jockey for position and note the residential areas directly affected by the

illegal, intrusive noise emissions. Actually, these motorcycles are relatively quiet compared to

many that attend the a¡nual BBB Motorcycle Rally, but the Plaintiff has provided this video as

just one example ofthe overall antisocial conduct from irresponsible motorcyclists that must be

endured by the citizens of Arkansas - this is a direct result of nonfeasance/non-enforcement on

the part of Arkansas' Law Enforcement Community as a whole. The Harley product ahead of the

sportbikes at the left-turn light midway through the video is equipped with Vance and Hines

Long Shot exhausts that are audible, under hard acceleratior¡ for up to and over a mile. The

sportbikes are equipped with illegal aftermarket exhaust "slip-on" mufflers that are a stark

violation of Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffrc Law,27-37-601 - multiply this vehicular noise

intrusion by thousands occupying a municipality for days - yet, not a single citation was issued

by the Fayetteville Police Departmentl Why?

I remember a couple of years back, it \ñ/as a Sunday around noon on the last day of the

Bikes, Blues, BBQ Motorcycle Rally. Accompanied by my family, we had just left worship

service in Van Buren, Arkansas and proceeded toward the Fayetteville Road/Interstate 40

corridor. The LOUD motorcyclists leaving the BBB Rally were flooding into that square mile

a¡ea of the l-4OÆayetteville corridor and the noise levels from the illegally equipped motorcycles

was beyond description - the area literally sounded like race-day at abusy motorcycle race track.

I proceeded to take my family and some friends to a local Italian restaurant on Fayetteville Road

a block or two north of I-40 out of convenience for the company in attendance. As I walked with

my family in the parking lot and we proceeded toward the restaurant doors, a group of three or

four motorcyclists atop illegally equipped, illegally LOUD motorcycles from the BBB Rally

entered into the narrow drive from Fayetteville Road.

Immediately to my front was an elderly womaq possibly in her mid-to-late seventies; she

was humped over slightly and slowly walking toward the restaurant doors. As one of the

motorcyclists drove by our location, he rewed the engine with a couple of nryists of the throttle.

The illegally loud aftermarket exhaust mechanism affixed to that motorcycle emitted decibel
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levels somewhere near two-to-four times (logarithmic scale) 1r¡ the decibels emitted by a legal,

quiet factory-installed muffler as required by Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,27-37-

601. In response to the abusive, illegal motorcycle exhaust noise assault, I thought the elderly

lady would fall forward on her face. Though she maintained her balance, the incredibly intrusive

motorcycle exhaust emissions startled the elderþ lady almost into a panic. The elderly lady

turned around, looked at my Wife and stated, "He should be shot!"

Why is Mayor Jordan and Chief Tabor permitted to usurp the codifïed rule of law, a

clearly established law, and institute their own law, custom or policy promulgating nonfeasance

and malfeasance thereby ignoring the Constitutional protections of the citizen ofthe State of

Arkansas? I direct this question to Mayor Jordan and Chief Tabor - What other environmental

pollutant is more intrusive, more effective at destroying the quality of life for thousands of

Arkansans, on a daily basis, than unregulated vehicular noise? Did you know that while other

forms of environmental pollution are decreasing, noise pollution is increasing?1re¡ Why do you

think the Arkansas State Legislature codified Arkansas' excellent muffler law? Why have you

made the affirmative decision to usurp the codified rule of law, a law clearly established for the

protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas, the citizens you took an oath to

protect and serve, yet you violate this oath for the acquisition of money from the expendable

income ofthe Loud Motorcycle Community. Mayor Jordar¡ Chief Tabor, Sir, please watch this

video in its entirety. It is indicative of the "good and the bad" relevant to the Bikes, Blues, BBQ

Motorcycle Rally. Note the behavior of the majority - approximately ninety-percent of the

motorcycles portrayed in this video are equipped with illegal aftermarket exhaust mechanisms in

stark violation of Arkansas 27-37-601. Agair¡ watch the video in its entirety, especially the

antisocial conduct at the Fayetteville hotel. The citizens of Arkansas deserve better!

BBB Motorcycle Rally: intps./iwr,vr,v' yourube.corn/watchh':5MNYUG4Filir
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Plaintiff s request for compensation concerning the actions of Defendant Jordan:

Five-hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00)

Plaintiff s request for compensation concerning the actions of Defendant Tabor.

Five-hundred thousand dollars ($500.000.00)
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Plaintiffls Request for Relief

City of Fayettevilleo Arkansas

Request by Plaintiff. Plaintiffrespectfully requests that all motorcycle rallies within the city

limits ofFayetteville, Arkansas as well as the State of Arkansas be terminated until such time a

State Policy is instituted to ensure the protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of

Arkansas from the audible assault perpetrated upon them by illegally equipped, illegally LOUD

motorcycles in overwhelming attendance numbers at these rallies. Motorcycles which are

operated in stark violation of Arkansas Motor Vehicle and TrafÏìc Law,27-37-601.

Furthermore, the Plaintiffrequests that all motorcycle rallies be prefaced with a pre-rally

notification via the World Wide Web, Rally Website, news media, print media, advising the

potential rally participants that Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffrc Laws will be enforced with

an emphasis placed on Arkansas' muffler statute, 27-37-601- a State codified muffler law

enacted by the Arkansas State Legislature specifically for the protection of the health and welfare

of the citizens of Arkansas by means of requiring all motor vehicles operated on the roadways of

Arkansas be equipped with the quiet factory-installed muffler or a muffler conforming to the

specifications of the factory-installed muffler.

Motorcycle rallies taking place within the State of Arkansas should be monitored by the

Arkansas State Police or the Arkansas Highway Police due to the fact that the Leadership of

every Arkansas Municipality hosting motorcycle rallies has demonstrated via nonfeasance, thus

far, to be either unable or unwilling to police themselves, enforce applicable muffler laws and
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provide suffrcient detenents to the operation of illegally equipped, illegally loud motorcycles

that are present in overwhelmingly large numbers at these motorcycle rallies.

In addition, Plaintiff makes a heart-felt plea for intercession regarding the nonfeasance of

the Fayetteville Police Department and their complete failure to enforce Arkansas Motor Vehicle

and Traffic Law,27-37-601(a) & (b) A muffler statute that was codified by the Arkansas State

Legislature for the protection of the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas. Subsection

(a) requires that all motor vehicles operated on the roadways of Arkansas be equipped with the

quiet factory-installed muffler or a muffler conforming to the specifications of the factory-

installed muffler. Subsection (b) prohibits the retail-sell of a mufiler mechanism within the State

of Arkansas that does not conform to the specifications of the factory-installed muffler. These

requirements and restrictions, relevant to the statutory elements of 27-37-601, were codified

specifically in response to concerns for the health and welfare of the citizens of Arkansas - why

is this easily enforceable muffler law ignored by those responsible for protecting the quality of

life of all Arkansans?

FOIA enforcement statistics acquired by the Plaintiffrelevant to citations issued and

investigations conducted pertaining to Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,2l-37-601,

substantiated the fact that the Fayetteville Police Department did not issue a single citation

between April 01, 2015 through October 01, 2015 for violations of 27-37-601(a) or any local

ordinance relevant to vehicular noise. These dates are inclusive of the three largest motorcycle

rallies held within the State of Arkansas - a period of time when the Stæe is inundated with

illegally loud, illegally equipped motorcycles, yet not ONE citation was issued.

The Fayetteville Police Department, during the six-month evaluation period, failed to

initiate a single investigation into muffler retail facilities that sell vehicle muffler mechanisms

that do not conform to the factory-installed muffler - a clear violation of 27-37-601(b).

The Plaintiff is simply pleading for intercession from the Court on behalf of noise-

beleaguered Arkansans and the citizens of the United States as a whole.
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l.) Defendant, Sandy Sanderc

Five-hundred thousand dollars ($500.000.00)

2) Defendant, Kevin Lindsey

Five-hundred thousand dollars ($500.000.00)

3) Defendant, Lioneld Jordan

Five-hundred thousand dollars ($500.000.00)

4) Defendant, Greg Tabor

Five-hundred thousand dollars (S500.000.00)
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Culpabitity of the Arkansas State Police and Arkansas tlighway Police

Colonel William Bryant, Director of the Arkansas State Police and Chief Ronnie Burks

of the Arkansas Highway Police are guilty of nonfeasance and are therefore complicit in the

proliferation/exponential increase of the operation of illegally equipped, illegally modified,

illegally LOUD, intrusive, physiologically injurious, motorvehicles on the roadways and

Interstates of Arkansas. Non-compliant motor vehicles emitting decibel-levels that are two-four-

six or more times (logarithmic scale)1r¡ the decibel output of the factory-installed muffler, the

factory-installed muffler codified as the legal standard for all motor vehicles operating on the

roadways of Arkansas as per Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffrc Law,27-37-601(a).

Colonel William Bryant, Director of the Arkansas State Police and Chief Ronnie Burks

of the Arkansas Highway Police are guilty of nonfeasance and are therefore complicit in the

proliferation/exponential increase of the operation of illegally equipped, illegally modified,

illegally LOUD, intrusive, physiologically injurious, motor vehicles operated on the roadways,

Interstates and within the communities of Arkansas by negligently failing to enforce Arkansas

Motor Vehicle and Traffrc Law,27-37-ó01(b), which specifically forbids the retail sale of

vehicular mufflers within the State of Arkansas that do not conform to the specifications of the

factory-installed muffler. Numerous muffler retail/installation facilities within the State of

Arkansas profit from the retail and installation of dangerously loud, intrusively LOUD, illegally

LOUD, non-compliant muffler systems for automobiles, trucks and motorcycles in STARK

violation to Arkansas State Law, yet the Arkansas State Police and the Arkansas Highway

Police, as statistical evidence substantiates, did not initiate a single investigation into the plethora

of illegal muffler retail facilities during the six-month time frame surveyed via an Arkansas

Freedom of Information request by the Plaintiff. An enforcement statistical analysis, performed

within the State of Arkansas relevant to enforcement of 27-37-601, revealed that the Arkansas
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State Police had issued a measly thirty-eight citations during a six-month period inclusive of the

three major motorcycle rallies held within the State of Arkansas in 2015 - a period of time when

Arkansas' roadways were inundated by many thousands of motorcyclists operating non-

compliant, egregiously LOUD motorcycles. The thirty-eight citations issued by the Arkansas

State Police relevant ta27-37-601(a) could not be confirmed having been issued for "noise" or

"smoke" seeing that both elements are a violation under 27-37-601. Mr, Bill Sadler, Public

Information Offrcer for the Arkansas State Police, was either unable or unwilling, due to poor

record keeping procedures, to differentiate between citations issued for noise or smoke;

therefore, the actual number of citations issued for noise during the six-month evaluation period

may be much smaller. This is an embarrassment to the Arkansas State Police considering the

vehicular noise debacle on the roadways of that State.

The Arkansas State Police, during that six-month evaluation period, failed to initiate a

single investigation into the retail-sale of mufflers not conforming to the requirements of 27-37-

601(b) which makes it illegal to sell a muffler within the State of Arkansas that does not conform

to the specifications of the factory-installed muffler; a vehicle muffler statute codified and

enacted by the Arkansas State Legislature for the protection of the health and welfare of the

citizens of the State of Arkansas. The Arkansas Highway Police under direction of Chief Ronnie

Burks, did not issue a single citation for vehicular noise or conduct a single investigation into

muffler retail establishments in Arkansas selling non-compliant muf[lers during the six-month

enforcement evaluation.

I've been told that many in the law enforcement community consider vehicular noise

enforcement a discretionary function. As the Plaintiffin this civil action I respectfully ask the

Court, is the protection of the health and welfare of our children, our elderly, our handicapped,

our families, a "discretionary function?" Director Bryant and Chief Burks apparently seem to

think so. This is nonfeasance and it's unacceptable! The citizens of Arkansas deserve better!
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Culpability gf the Federal Government

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Director Gina McCarthy, must assume

some culpability relevant to their negligence in regulating the disingenuous/conspiratorial

4

5

marketing tactics of the Motorcycle Aftermarket Exhaust Industry that, with intent, manu

motorcycle aftermarket exhausts that in no-way-shape-or-form comply with the requirements for

mufflers to be used on street motorcycles; discretely labels these non-compliant street exhausts

as "closed course" racing exhausts to avoid street motorcycle noise suppression compliancy

requirements; distributes them to street motorcycle retailers and the individual consumer who

then installs the LOUD "racing" exhaust on a street motorcycle.

The lower-end manufacturers of illegally LOUD non-compliant aftermarket exhausts

simply refuse to label their products and market the non-compliant exhausts for street

motorcycles thereby expressing no fear of Federal or State regulatory intervention or penalties.
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The very magnitude and expanse of the disingenuous, conspiratorial marketing tactics of

the billion-dollar aftermarket exhaust industry requires a "national uniformity of treatment," yet
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the EPA has failed the citizens of Arkansas and the citizens of the United States by failing to

regulate and stop the criminal conspiracy that exists between the manufacturers of non-compli

aftermarket exhausts; the distributors of these exhausts; the retailers of these exhausts; the

installers of these exhausts; the operators of motorcycles with these non-compliant exhausts

afiïxed to their street motorcycles. Enforcement of Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Trafüc Law,

27-37-601(b) is essential, yet Arkansas' State Law Enforcement Entities are in a state of
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complete nonfeasance! See: https:iiwwl.l,),outube com/i¡'atch?r':XZ--8r2S78+

The Environmental Protection Agency is also negligent in its failure as a Federal

Regulatory Agency to establish a National Standard for Motorcycle Noise Enforcement by

requiring that the quiet EPA Compliant Motorcycle Exhaust, embossed with the EPA

certification label in a readily visible position, be designated as the "National Standard" relevant

to legality and enforcement protocol for all street motorcycles operating on the roadways of the
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United States. Though there does exist those States, like Arkansas, that has codified articulate,

enforceable, muffler statutes, far too many States and local jurisdictions have codified laws that

are not only confusing, but require the use of sound measuring equipment that results in a

plethora of unnecessary legal challenges during adjudication.

For some five-decades the failed status-quo of permitting each State and each

Municipality within those States, irrespective of the Supremacy Clause, to articulate "their"

version of the statutory elements defining illegality in motorcycle, automobile, truck sound

emissions and enforcement parameters has resulted in utter confusion and a lack of statutory

consistency/continuity from one jurisdiction to another. This "confusion," fuither promulgated

by the misinformation, lobbying tactics and obfuscation of the Motorcycle Rights

Organizations, has resulted in an almost complete absence of vehicular noise

enforcement across the United States thereby placing the Citizenry at the mercy of irresponsible

operators of illegally equipped, illegally LOUD, non-compliant, motorcycles, automobiles and

trucks. Vehicular noise enforcement requires a'runiformity of treatment" This is a disservice and

a stark violation of the reciprocal - civil - Constitutional contract between the State and Federal

Government and the Citizenry. One Law - One Muffler, for the life of the motorcycle!
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Explanation/Genesis of Arkansas'

Motor Vehicle Muffler Law

After 3l years in law enforcement, I can confidently affirm that The 'Ì.{atural" State of Arkansas

has one of the most articulate, element defining, enforceable, muffler statutes within the United

States of America. For the sake of brevity, please allow me to share informally the relevant

elements of A¡kansas Motor Vehicle and Trafüc Law 27-37-601(a) & (b) 'lrloise or Smoke

Producing Devices Prohibited. "

1) It is illegal to operate a motor vehicle on the roadways of Arkansas with a muffler that

does not conform to the specifications ofthe "factory-installed muffler" - a \IERY quiet

muffler indeed!

2) The muffler affrxed to a motor vehicle operating on the roadways of Arkansas must not

ernit "excessive or unusual" noise.

3) Subsection (b) of 27-37-601specifically forbids the "sell" - retail of a muffler

mechanism within the State of Arkansas that does not conform to the specifications of the

"factory-installed muffler" - agaiq a very quiet muffler.

It is vitally important that the Court understand the genesis of the statutory elements

contained within Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffrc Law,27-37-601(a) thereby providing a

foundation to the requests previously presented to the Court by the Plaintiff

First of all, Arkansas' muffler statute contains the statutory element, "factory-installed

muffler." What is the significance of this element? The Code of Federal Regulations 1e¡ strictly

limits total vehicle noise emissions for medium to heavy duty trucks (1988 year model forward)

and street motorcycles (1986 year model forward) to 80 dB(A). Motorcycles seeking

certification for roadway use are tested in accordance with EPA testing parameters via a strictly

controlled testing procedure/environment as per the Code of Federal Regulations. A sample

make and model of the motorcycle seeking certification is examined under maximum

acceleration between a specified distance and the "total" motorcycle noise emissions are
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evaluated at 49.2 feet on each side of the test vehicle. "Total" motorcycle noise emissions, in

order to receive EPA certification, cannot exceed 80 dB(A).

This is very significant when considering the noise dampening characteristics ofthe

"factory-installed muffler" as required in Arkansas' muffler statute, 27-37-6ll(a). Every

constituent moving part on the test motorcycle is evaluated in its totality during the scientifically

controlled drive-by testing procedure; therefore, imagine how quiet the muffler on that approved,

EPA certified motorcycle must be in order to dampen engine exhaust noise to a level that does

not contribute to total motorcycle noise levels in excess of 80 dB(A)?

Arkansas' muffler statute mandates a "factory-installed muffler" or a muffler that

conforms to the "specifications" of the "factory-installed muftler" i.e. a very quiet muffler

indeed! It is also very important to note that the reasoning behind limiting or restricting "total"

motorcycle noise emissions to 80 dB(A) was done in response to testing and evaluation of noise

and its effects on human physiology; therefore, 80 dB(A) is the "minimum" level of motorcycle

noise emissions considered as safe for the general public.lrs¡ This conclusion naturally flows to

the genesis ofthe second statutory element contained within Arkansas' muffler statute, 27-37-

601(a) - "excessive or unusual noise."

Second, Arkansas' muffler statute, 27-37-6Ùl(a), requires that the muffler on a motor

vehicle operated on the roadways of Arkansas prevent "excessive or unusual noise." What is

"excessive or unusual noise" relevant to a motorcycle exhaust/muffler mechanism? Considering

the fact that 80 dB(A) total motorcycle noise emissions is the "minimum" level of protection for

the general public, it only stands to reason that any motorcycle noise emissions in excess of the

80 dB(A) restriction is to be considered "excessive or unusual" motor vehicle noise. It is prima

facie evidence that a motorcycle muffler permitting exhaust emissions "louder" than the factory-

installed muffler is emiuing "excessive or unusual noise" and is therefore in violation of

Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law,27-37-601.
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rWhy Peruasive Law Enforcement Nonfeasance

Relevant to

Vehicular Noise Enforcement?

After serving thirty-one years as a Texas law enforcement officer, I can speak from an

experiential perspective on the subject ofnonfeasance relevant to vehicular noise enforcement

protocol.

First of all, as a result of a failure in training, a majority of law enforcement ofücers do

not understand the legal, physiological, psychological, sociological, ramifications of unregulated

environmental noise and more specifically, unregulated motor vehicle noise. A simple Google

search will reveal a plethora of medical information and studies confirming the injurious effects

of roadway noise on human physiology and psychology, A simple Google search will also reveal

pages of data relevant to desperate pleas from vehicular noise beleaguered Citizenry who seek

answers and intercession concerning the exponentially increasing, out-of-control vehicular noise

debacle facing the United States of America and other Nations around the World.

As a result of a lack of training, law enforcement, more often than not, eschews vehicular

noise enforcement and considers same to be a non-issue which is not worthy of their time and

effort. Actually, vehicular noise enforcement is exceptional probable-cause for law enforcement.

It has been my experience, as a 3l year law enforcement veteran while policing the purveyors of

non-compliant, illegally LOUD motor vehicles, that the personality-type which, with volition,

illegally modifies a motor vehicle to produce excessive NOISE, then proceeds out onto a public

roadway where that illegally LOUD exhaust noise is the culprit in audibly assaulting our

children, our elderly and our handicapped, those most sensitive to unregulated motor vehicle

noise, this personality-type has a propensity to offend in other areas of the law; therefore, any

ofËcer that takes the initiative to investigate vehicular noise infractions will, more likely than

not, experience a dramatic rise in their warrant affest statistics. It's simply good police work.
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Second, law enforcement is intimidated by vehicular noise enforcement as a result of an

ignorance of the law, ignorance relevant to the elements of vehicular noise law, concerns over

subjectivity and fears of emba¡rassment at adjudication. Arkansas' muffler statute, 27-37-60I(a),

is one of the most articulate, element defining, easily enforceable muffler statutes within the

United States. Personally, while involved in a vehicular noise enforcement initiative for years, I

maintained a99.8%o conviction rate for all vehicular noise cases brought before me for

adjudicatiorq this, using a muffler law inferior to 27-37-601(a).

Though concerns over "subjectivity" in vehicular noise evaluation was a concern for

supervisors and legal departments alike, the subjectivity concerns, relevant to my vehicular noise

enforcement initiative, were quashed via relevant legal precedent, Aguilar v. Texas (2008)tsl

Though subjective analysis of motor vehicle noise emissions by law enforcement is

Constitutional, Arkansas' law enforcement community does not need to overly concern itself

with subjective analysis challenges in adjudicatory settings. Why?

Arkansas' muffler law clearly establishes and derives its statutory elements, "factory-

installed muffler" and "excessive or unusual noise" from the Code ofFederal Regulations

detailing the specifications and restrictions of the "factory-installed muffler;" therefore, the

"objective standard" for motor vehicle noise analysis by law enforcement is the OEM-Factory

Installed Muffler - a VERY quiet muffler. After years ofvehicular noise enforcement, I can

testify to the fact that sound-level differentiation between a compliant, EPA approved, factory-

installed muffler and a muffler that has been modified by means of tampering e.g. cutting and

removing baffling, or having removed the very quiet factory-installed muffler and replaced same

with a non-compliant, a^ftermarket exhaust mechanism - the NOISE differential between the

factory-installed muffler and a modified or aftermarket exhaust is STARK and easily

distinguishable.

Illegally modified faaory-exhausts or a non-compliant aftermarket exhaust (basically a

racing/closed-course exhaust affixed to a street motorcycle), emit noise levels two-four-six or
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more times (logarithmic scale used for db differentials) the noise emissions of a quiet, factory-

installed muffler and are therefore easily distinguishable by law enforcement, even without

proper training.p¡ A number of the aftermarket exhaust mechanisms installed on motorcycles

operating on the roadways of Arkansas are plainly audible for up to and in excess of a mile under

hard acceleration. See the motorcycle in my video exposing the results of non-enforcement

relevant to Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Law 27-37-601(b). The Vance and Hines Short-

Shots aftermarket exhaust pictured on the motorcycle for sale at a Arkansas Harley Davidson

Motorcycle Dealership (a stark violation of Arkansaslaw 27-37-60|b) is audible for a mile or

more under hard acceleration within the proper atmospheric conditions? see video:

https://www.)¡outube.com/watch?v:XZ--8v2S78+ Also, see the following video taken at a biker

rally/parade and listen to the unmistakable noise emanating from the unregulated exhaust

mechanisms affixed to these motorcycles: https://u,-wr¡¿.)routube.coiru-Jlvatch?v:VnO5lG.,{6Gng ;

(Steel Horse Rally in Fort SmitÐ http://5newsonline.coiri/2015/0-5/04lfrrst-steel-horse-

motorc)¡cle-rally-exceeded-exirectations-organizers-sa)¡/; littp,//su,tirnes.corn'news/steel-horse-

rallS¡-rides-fort- smith ;

BBB Rally in Fayetteville : h ttp s : //ww w-- y o utub e. conVwat ch ? v: m l 2 bEq di :ck ;

https.//www.youtube.com/watch?r,-5MNYUG4Filo : A number of additional videos of the

vehicular NOISE debacle associated with Arkansas' Motorcycle Rallies are available on

YouTube or will be provided at a jury trial relevant to this civil action.

The use of decibel meters for vehicular noise enforcement is not advisable due to the

plethora of legal challenges arising at adjudication and, in most jurisdictions around the Nation,

vehicular noise laws are not structured for sound meter enforcement protocol. Why?

The introduction of an "instrument" into adjudication will most assuredly incur legal

challenges from the defense relevant to periodic calibræion requirements of the instrument,

record keeping, operator training and ambient noise concerns, knowledge of logarithmic

calculations, expert testimony requirements and other related usage, storage considerations.
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These legal challenges, when presented by an experienced defense attorney, will far too often

result in instilling "reasonable doubt" in the minds ofjurors and magistrates. When using the

OEM-Factory installed muffler as an "objective" standard, the use of sound measuring

instrumentation is not necessary.

Finally, the motorcycle muffler "labeling" requirements 1s¡ of the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) has helped immensely in using the "factory-installed mufTler" as an

objective standard for vehicular noise enforcement protocol. Once a street motorcycle has

passed the EPA's noise emissions testing requirements, the Code of Federal Regulations

mandates that the approved muffler receiving certification be permanently embossed in a

"readily visible" location with a label signifiiing that particular mufflers adherence to the 80

dB(A) total vehicular noise emissions restriction and also that EPA label clearly articulates the

make and model of the motorcycle for which it was manufactured.le¡ For Arkansas' law

enforcement involved in motorcycle noise enforcement, once the motorcycle has been stopped

for inspection of compliancy, the first item that will assist in determining the presence of a

compliant motorcycle muffler is the EPA label. It's important to note at this juncture that it is

not uncommon for motorcyclists to discretely cut-open the factory-installed OEM muffler,

remove its baffling, and carefully weld the compromised area together; therefore, the presence of

the EPA label does not necessarily denote compliance; illegal tampering with the factory-

installed muffler in order to make excessive noise is not uncommoq but the experienced ofEcer

will note this illegal modification quite readily. Also, the Code ofFederal Regulations does

permit the removal of the factory-installed muffler for maintenance, repair or replacement.

Stipulation being, the replacement muffler must conform to the noise suppression parameters of

the original factory-installed muffler.lro¡

Arkansas' law enforcement community has absolutely no excuse for their nonfeasance in

vehicular noise enforcement. The out-oÊcontrol vehicular noise debacle within the State of

Arkansas could easily and readily be remedied by vehicular noise enforcement protocol
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performed throughout the State on a consistent basis. The citizens ofthe State of Arkansas

deserve to be protected from the selfish purveyors of illegal, intrusive, dangerous, non-compliant

motor vehicle NOISE in violation of Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Trafüc Law,2l-37-601(a).

lltllltllll¡lltllltllatllltlllllrl¡l¡ltlttl¡rlltttt¡tlrlttlltltl¡ltllt¡l¡l¡rt¡¡lt

Warning to the Court Regarding Obfuscation

And

Deceitful Intent of the Motorcycle

Rights Organizations

The Motorcycle Rights Organizations (MRO's) with ABATE Chapters (A Brotherhood

Against Totalitarian Enactments) located in almost every State House in the United States, along

with the Motorcycle Riders Foundation (MRF), the American Motorcycle Association (AMA)

and a plethora of State and Municipal affrliated motorcycle organizations, coupled with MRO

representatives headquartered in Washington DC, well-funded lobbyists and attorneys funded by

membership dues and contributions, motorcyclists in the United States are a political force with

enormous influence over Local, County, State and Federal Legislators and other Political,

Judicial entities.

There is very little doubt that the news of this civil action will rally the forces of the

MRO's and tremendous attention will be focused on the State of Arkansas and the Court of

jurisdiction in particular. With this inevitable chain-oÊevents in mind, I feel it is imperative that

I, as Plaintiff make the Court av/are of some of the tactics and obfuscations promulgated by the

MRO's in their desperation to be viewed as a "special class" social group with inherent special

privileges and a societal positioning tantamount to one that is "above-the-ru1e-of-law."

First of all, I expect the leadership of various MRO's to attack me personally, slander my

name and reputation, much like I experienced as a Texas law enforcement offiçer who, with

fervor, enforced vehicular noise laws. After years of vehicular noise enforcement, citing,
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incarcerating violators when necessary, this, in conjunction with having owned, operated,

maintained some 3l motorcycles since age 12, having ridden motorcycles professionally for

years and accumulated many hundreds-of-thousands-oÊmiles on motorcycles, I can confidently

say that I know motorcycles, I am fully cognizant of the mindset, lifestyle and attitude of the

Loud Motorcycle Community. It has been my experience that the Loud Motorcycle Community,

for the most part, is comprised of men and women who have involved themselves in a life-style

that is inordinately consumed with the seductive and controlling Group Dynamic.

This Group Dynamic has a unique Icon that instills a cohesiveness, a form of bonding

that ultimately manifests a sense ofunity, understanding, acknowledgement, acceptance, a

brotherhood within the Loud Motorcycle Culture. This Iconic entlty is the motorcycle NOISE

shared among the group, an Icon that manifests differentiation from the norm, a separation from

the status-quo, an afiachment with the anti-establishment ideology of the fïfties and sixties

counter-culture, a morally relativistic ideology. In short, any threat to the Icon of the Loud

Motorcycle Culture is interpreted as a th¡eat to their very existence, see: (content warning)
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First of all, the MRO's are going to insist that motorcycle compliancy checks at

motorcycle rallies are a violation of their Constitutional rights and harassment by law

enforcement officials. Though this assertion is absolute nonsense, this fact will not inhibit the

Motorcycle Rights Organrzations and their attorneys from challenging the law. Seeing that the

MRO's have, for decades, basically purchased their way into the hearts and minds of our

legislators via influential and money laden lobbyists, the Loud Motorcycle Community has

elevated itself to a "protected class" free from any encumbrances to their desire to usurp the rule

of law or their obligation to treat others with dignity, respect, honor and fidelity.

Second, the MRO's will certainly shout foul regarding the use ofthe factory-installed

muffler as an objective standard in motorcycle noise enforcement protocol. The MRO's

desperately desire the implementation of a Federal or State policy that requires all motorcycle
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noise enforcement protocol be encumbered with expensive Type 1 sound-meter testing devices.

whv?

The MRO's know full well that Type I sound-meters are cost prohibitive; therefore,

enforcement will be, at best, sporadic, basically - nothing will be done to coì.rnter their antisocial

conduct relevant to the operation of illegally loud, intrusive motorcycles. Requiring the use of a

sound meter for motorcycle noise enforcement protocol ensures that only the well-funded

agencies will acquire sound metering equipment; therefore, the nonfeasance of our law

enforcement community will continue in its current dysfirnctional status-quo and the citizenry

will continue to suffer from the audible assault forced upon them by the purveyors of non-

compliant, LOUD, motor vehicles.
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The MRO's and their attorneys are also aware of the plethora of legal challenges that

accompany the introduction of a calibrated instrument into the adjudicatory process thereby

reducing the likelihood of successful adjudication and in-turn increasing frustration and

intimidation among enforcement persomel which will ultimately reduce or nullify any initiatives

relevant to vehicular noise enforcement.

The MRO's will cry foul for any attempts by law enforcement to use the EPA muffler

label as an enforcement tool. Understand that the Code of Federal Regulations does permit the

use of the EPA muffler label as enforcement criteria by the States.lro-a¡ California's Motorcycle

Muffler Label Law, SB435, is a very good example of a State opting to use the EPA label as

enforcement protocol in determining motorcycle muffler compliancy.

Third, the Motorcycle Rights Organizations (MRO's) have attempted to obfuscate and

confüse the motorcycling public, as well as the general public and enforcement entities, by

insisting that the Acoustical Assurance Period 1a (AAP), articulated within the Code ofFederal

Regulations, indicates a limited acoustical dampening life expectancy relevant to the factory-

installed motorcycle muffler noise emissions capability. The MRO's claim that once a

motorcycle has reached 3730 miles or one-year of service, the acoustical dampening
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requirements no longer apply. This assertion is simply false and is promulgated by the MRO's in

an attempt to justify the removal of the EPA approved - compliant - quiet - factory muffler and

replace same with an illegally LOUD - non-compliant - aftermarket exhaust mechanism in

violation of Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffrc Law,27-37-601(a).

These incredibly loud aftermarket exhaust mechanisms, so endearlng to the Loud

Motorcycle Community, ffê essentially closed-course/racing exhausts that have been installed on

a street motorcycle and emit two-four-six or more times the legal total motorcycle noise

emissions of 80 dB(A) as mandated by the Environmental Protection Agency as the "minimum"

safe level of protection for the general public. (db differentials calculated on a logarithmic scale,

not linear.) 6¡

It is very important for the Court to understand that the acoustical dampening qualities of

the mufflers on modern motorcycles are intended to remain in compliance for the LIFE of the

motorcycle. The following URL is a link to a very in-depth motorcycle study titled: "Noisy

Motorcycles - An Environmental Quality of Life Issue." In this study, the author of the

Acoustical Assurance Period, Ken Feitt¡ formerly of the EPA" clearly articulates the fact that the

AAP is simply a manufacturer's warranty required by the EPA to protect the consumer. Mr.

Feith explains that the AAP orthe Acoustical Assurance Period is intended to remain in

compliance for the life ofthe motorcycle. For clarification purposes, understand that the Code of

Federal Regulations does permit the removal ofthe Factory-Installed Muffler for maintenance,

repair or replacement but, the replacement mufiler must conform to the "total" motorcycle noise

limitation of 80 dB(A). http://inceusa.org/Reports,4r{otorcyleReport.pdf

Fourtll the MRO's will proudly and emphatically proclaim that loud motorcycle exhausts

are a necessary safety feature because Loud Pipes Save Lives. The Loud Pipes Save Lives

(LPSL) mantra is simply a poor excuse for antisocial behavior on the part of the Loud

Motorcycle Community. I have personally published a video that clearly debunks the LPSL
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myth by approaching this silly subject from a scientific and experiential perspective. See video.

Do Loud Pipes Save Lives : https : //www. youtube. com/watch?v:qRxvo Sj 4sNtj

Fifth, the MRO's will proudly proclaim their justification as to why they ignore the rule

of law relevant to non-compliant motorcycle exhaust noise by pointing to the charitable and

patriotic endeavors of their members. When confronted with this impotent justification for

antisocial conduct on the part of the Loud Motorcycle Community, I generally have only one

question: Is there anything a LOUD motorcyclist does at a charitable or patriotic event that

he/she could not do atop amotorcycle equipped with a legal, EPA compliant, factory-installed -
quiet muffler afftxed to their motorcycle? For a detailed explanation of this subject please see

my video titled: Philanthropy or Thuggery: https.//wr¡rv.youtube.com/watclr?r,-d,Cvd-j6yMMM
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Videos Relevant to this pleading

Evidence of Law Enforcement nonfeasance in Arkansas.

https.//www.voutube. conVrvatch?v:XZ-8 v2 S 784

Biker Rallies and Your Rights: https://urrv youtube.com/watch?v:TnWinSNUko

Do Loud Pipes Save Lives? : https ://www. youtube. com/u'atch?v:qRr]'o Sj 4sNU

Philanthropy or Thuggery : hft p s. //w-çuw'. youtub e. cordwat ch ?v:dCvd -j 6 yMMM

Motorcycle Noise and the Constitution:

https : //www.youtube. com/watch?v=4MNoNTzPûA

Are Motorcycles Manufactured to be Loud?:

https ://www.youtube. com/watch?v:TkfKbE)il2ng

Sampling ofvideos relevant to motorcycle rallies generally and Arkansas rallies

specifically. https://www.)¡outube.cor¡/watch?v:Vn05lGA6Gng ; (Steel Horse Rally in

Fort Smith) http://5newsonline. com/20 i 5/05/04/first-steei-horse-motorc)¡cle-rally-

exceeded-expectations-organizers-say/ , http://swtimes.com/news/steel-horse-ralli¡-rides-
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fort-smith ; BBB Rally in Fayetteville: https://www-.youtube.com/watch?v:ml2bEqdi:ck

; http s : //www. youtub e. com/watch ?v:5 N4NYUG4Fi Io

Misc. Videos:

Misc.Rally: https://www.)¡outube.com/watch?v:Vn051GA6Gng ; (Steel Horse Rally in Fort

Smith) http://5newsonline.com/2ûi5l05/04/first-steel-horse-motorc]¡cle-rall)¡-exceeded-

expectations-or-qanizers-say/,http://swtimes.com/news/steel-horse-rally-rides-fort-smith;BBB

Rally in Fayetteville: https ://www.youtube. com/watch?v:m 1 2bEqdi:ck ;

https ://www. youtube. com/watch?v-5MNYUG FiIo
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Addendum to Pleadine
Plaintiff - Rickey Dale Hoiïsclaw

(1) The 2016 Steel Horse Rally, http://wu.çv.thesteelhorserally.com/2016-steel-horse-ralt)'-
events.html

(2) Harleys - Tommy Gun Mufllers Need to Go!,
J

4

5 (3) Logarithmic Scale - Explanation: Human hearing perceives a l0 decibel increase in sound
pressure as a doubling of loudness, so a 20 dB increase in sound pressure would be perceived as
a quadrupling, or 4 times increase ofperceived loudness. That means that amotorcycle that is
twice as loud as the 80 dB EPA total noise limit is emitting 90 dB of noise (sound pressure) and
one that is 4 times louder is emitting 100 dB. We just add 10 dB for every doubling of perceived
loudness.

But what if we are not dealing with a multiple of 2 in perceived loudness? Anyone care to guess
the decibel level of a motorcycle that is six times as loud as the S0 dB EPA limit? Now If we are
trying to calculate what an 8 times louder translates to, that would be pretty easy as I times is 2
times louder than 4 times, so all we have to do is add another 10 dB to the 4 times dB level of
100 dB and come up with 110 dB.

Calculating the 6 times louder case is not quite as straight forward, but it would fall somewhere
between the 4 times and 8 times cases. So we have to calculate how may dB to add to the
baseline case of 80 db in order to arrive at the answer for the 6 times louder case. How do we do
that? First, I'll just give you the answer. We add 25.85 dB to 80 dB and come up with 105.85 db.
How did I arrive atthat? I'll tell you. Take the log of 6 and divide it by the log of 2, then
multiply that by 10 and you will get the 25.85 factor to add to the baseline case of 80 dB and get
10s.8s db.

(4) Constitution of the State of Arkansas 1874 - Article 2 
-Declarution 

of Rights
$ l. Sourceofpower.
All political power is inherent in the people and government is instituted for their protection,
security and benefit; and they have the right to alter, reform or abolish the same, in such
manner as they may think proper.
http:/iwww.arldeg.state.ar.us/assembl)¡/Sumrnarv/,ArkansasConstitutionl BT4.pdf

(5) Freedom of Information Act - requeslreturns The date of inquiry was f,or citations issued
from April 7,2015 through October 1, 2015. The date specific inqury is inclusive of the three
a¡nual large motorcycle rallies in the State of Arkansas where many thousands of illegally
equipped, illegally LOUD motorcycles flood our State to participate in said rallies. Following, I
have provided a summation of the FOIA statistical data recently received.
a) Arkansas State Police: A total of 38 citations (for the entire State of Arkansas) were issued
by the Arkansas State Police for violation of 27-37-601(a), unforhrnately, Bill Sadler, Public
Information Offrcer for the State Police, could not/would not differentiate between citations
issued for "smoke" or "noise." The Arkansas State Police did not conduct a single investigation
into violations of subsection (b) of 27-37-60l relevant to the large number of muffler
retaiUinstallation facilities within the State of A¡kansas selling muffler/exhaust mechanisms that
do not conform to the specifications of the "factory-installed" muffler. Furthermore, Mr. Sadler
suggested that enforcement of non-compliant muffler retail facilities is a responsibility of
Arkansas' Municipal police and Sheriffs deputies, not the State. Mr. Sadler could not be more
incorrect relevant to jurisdictional authority and responsibility pertaining to this pervasive State-
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2

J

wide_problem! In reference to violations of 27-37-601(b), I have provided a vldeo at the
conclusion of this correspondence that exposes the nonfeasance of Arkansas' State Police and
the law enforcement community of Arkansas as a whole.
b) Arkansas Highway Police: No vehicular noise citations issuedlNo investigations conducted
into non-compliant muffler retail facilities.
c)-qor! Smith PolÍce Departmelt: Home of the annual "Steel Horse Motorcycle Rally." No
vehicular noise citations issuedlNo investigations conducted into non-compliãnt mufitär retail
facilities.4

5

6

d) Fayetteville Police Department: Home ofthe annual "Bikes,
No vehicular noise citations issuedA{o investigations conducted
retail facilities.

7

8

9

10

e) Hot Springs Police Department: Home ofthe annual Hot Springs Motorcycle Rally and the
Arkansas State Hog,Rally Ng vehicular noise citations issued/Ì.{o investigations condutted into
non-compliant muffler retail facilities.
f) Van Buren Police Department: A City that is inundated with vehicular noise violations. Van
Buren P.D. issued one (l) citqtion for violation of 27-37-601(a)A{o investigations conducted into
non-compliant muffler retail facilities.

(6) Vehicular Noise EmÍssions Limitations as per the U.S. EPA Code of Federal
Regulations:

TITLE 4O-Protection of Environment
CHAPTER I-ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (CONTINT]ED)
SUBCHAPTER G-NOISE ABATEMENT PROGRAMS
PART 20s-TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT NOISE EMISSION CONTROLS
Subpart B - MEDIUM AND I{EAVY TRUCKS
205.52 -Noise Emission Standards
({fo.w Speed Noil. Emission Standard. Vehicles which are manufactured after the following
effective dates shall be designed, built and equipped so that they will not produce sound
emissions in excess ofthe levels indicated.
January 1,1979 > 83 dB(A)
January 1, 1988 > 80 dB(A)
Subpart D - MOTORCYCLES
205.152 -Noise Emission Standards
(a) Noise emission standards. (l) Street motorcycles ofthe following and subsequent model
years must not produce noise emissions in excess of the levels indicated:
Year model 1983 - 1985 > 83 dB(A)
Year model 1986 - forward > 80 dB(A)
Note from Plaintiff: The dB limitation for motorcycles does NOT apply to the exhaust
mechanism only. Motorcycles seeking certification are tested undef strict EPA guidelines within
a scientifically controlled environment and the motorcycle is examined under full acceleration
between specified distances. TOTAL motorcycle noise emissions are measured on each side of
the motorcycle at 49.2 feet. To successfully pass the EPA test and receive certification, the
TOTAL motorcycle noise emissions cannot exceed 80 dB(A). This ensures a very quiet muffler
whgn you consider that every constituent moving part ofthe motorcycle is tested in-its totality
and the total emissions are limited to 80 dB(A). 80 dB(A) being stipulated as the "minimum"
level of protection for the general public.

(7) Acoustical Assurance Period (AAP) http : //www. ecfi. govi c gi -b in¡texi -
idx?tpl:/ecfrbrowse/Titie40/40cfr20 5:inain:02.tpi
3 - Exhaust systems and exhaust system components that are designed and marketed for use on
any Federally regulated street motorcycle shall be designed and built so tha! when installed on
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anJ sqch moJorcycle whjch is-in compliance with the requirements of subpart D of this part, and
when both the motorcycle and the exhaust system are prõperly maintaineci and used, they will
not cause that motorcycle to produce noise emissions in eiceis ofthe levels specifiéd in-
gqa^gr.aph.(lXJ) o_f tn¡s sectior¡ for an Acoustical Assurance Period of one yeatr or a distance of
6_000 !m (3]?9 mi) after the time of sale to the ultimate purchaseq whichever occurs first.
Note from Plaintiff: The Motorcycle Rights Organizations (MROts) have attempted to obfuscate
and confuse the motorgyqling pubfic as well as the general public and enforcemènt entities by
insisting $at tþ AAP indicates a limited acousticafdampening life expectancy relevant to
motorcycle exhaust noise emissions. The MRO's claim that onie a motorcycté has reached 3730
miles or one-year of service, the acoustical dampening requirements no longer apply. This
asseÍion is simply false and is promllgated by the MRO'õ in an attempt toJustify tÍre removal ol
$9_nJe approved -.compliant - eliet - Factory muffler and replace sãme with an illegally
LOIID - non-compliant - aftermarket exhaust mechanism emitting two-four-six or mõre times
the legal total motorcycle noise emissions of S0 dB(A) as mandateã by the Environmental
f1ot9glon Aggncy-as the "minimum" safe level of protection forthe feneral public.
(db differentials calculated on a logarithmic scale, not linear.)
It is very important for the Court to understand that the acouátical dampening qualities of the
mufflers on modern motorcycles are intended to remain in compliance^for ttré Lffp of the
motorcycle The folowing URL is a link to a-yery in-depth moforcycle study titled: "Noisy
Motorcycles - An Enviroqmental Quality of Life fssue." In this study, the author of the
Acoustical Assurance Period, Ken Feith, glearly articulates the fact that the AAP is simply a
manufacturer's warr¿nty required by the EPA to protect the consumer. Mr. Feith" formérþ of the
EPAr explains that the AAP or the Acoustical Asiurance Period is intended to remain in 
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compliance for the life of the motorcycle. For clarification purposes, understand that the Code of
Federal Regulations does permit the removal of the Factory-Initalled Muffler for maintenance,

Leplit or rep-lace1q¡ry.bgt, the replacement muffler must cónform to the total motorcycle noise'
limitation of 80 dB(A). http://inceusa.org/ReportsiMotorc-vleR.eport.f:df

(8) Aaron C. Aguilar v. The State of Texas-Appeal from County Court at Law No 9 of Bexar
County Amotate this Case
MEMORANDUM OPIMON
No. 04-07-00537-CR
Aaron C. AGUILAÌ, Appellant v. The STATE of Texas,
http://law justia.com/cases/texas/fourrh-court-of-appeals/2008/20953 html

l8

19

2CI

2t

(e) $20s.16e
tqTFl-

(a) The m¿nufacturer of any product (including the manufacturer of newly
motorcycles) subject to this subpart must, at the time of manufacture, afüx a permanent,
l-L^l ^- ^-^-l- -.DLl^ -,-I :, .1- I 'r I I i . . .
motorcycles)- subJect to thrs subpart must, at the trme of manufacture, affix a permanent, legible
label, or mark ofthe type and in the manner described below, containing the information

Labeling

23

24

provided below, to all such exhaust systems or exhaust system componènts to be distributed in
commerce.

(b) The labels or marks shall be afüxed in such a manner that they cannot be removed without
destroying or defacing thenq and must not be applied to any part which is easily detached from
such product.

@ The label or mark shall be in a readily visible position when the exhaust system or exhaust
system component is installed on all motorcycles for which it is designed and marketed.
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(d) All required language shall be lettered in the English language in block letters and numerals
in a color that contrasts with its background.

@ The label or mark must contain the following information:

(1) For exhaust systems subject to the noise emission standards of $205.166:

(i) The label heading: Motorcycle Exhaust System Noise Emission Control Information;

(iÐ(A) For original equipment and replacement exhaust systerrL the following statement:

This (manufacturer's name) exhaust system (serial number) meets EPA noise emission
requirements of (noise emission standard) dBA for the following motorcycles: (list of model
specific codes). Installation ofthis exhaust system on motorcycle models not specified may
violate Federal law.
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(10) $205.162-2 Tampering. http ://www. ecfi. gov/cgi -bin/rerr-

(a) For each configuration of vehicles covered by this part, the manufacturer shall develop a list
of acts which, in his judgment, constitutethe removal or rendering totally or partially
inoperative, other than for pulposes of maintenance, repair, or replacement of noise control
devices or elements of design of the vehicle.

(b) The manufacturer shall include in the owner's manual the following information:

(1) The statement.

Tampering With Noise Control System Prohibited
Federal law prohibits the following acts or causing thereof

(l) The removal or rendering inoperative by any person other than for purposes of maintenance,
repair, or replacement, of any device or element of design incorporated into any new vehicle for
the purpose of noise control prior to its sale or delivery to the ultimate purchaser or while it is in
use, or Q)the use ofthe vehicle after such device or element of design has been removed or
rendered inoperative by any person. (2) The statement:

Among those acts presumed to constitute tampering are the acts listed below.

Immediately following this statement, the manufacturer must include the list developed under
paragraph (a) ofthis section.

O Any act included in the list prepared pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section is presumed to
constitute tampering; however, in any case in which a prezumed act of tampering has been
committed and it can be shown that such act resulted in no increase in the noise level of the
vehicle or that the vehicle still meets the noise emission standard of $205.152, the act will not
constitute tampering.
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(d) The provisions of this section are not intended to preclude any State or local jurisdiction from
adopting and enforcing its own prohibitions against the removal or rendering inoperative of noise
control systems on vehicles subject to this part.
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[45 FR 86708, Dec, 31, 1980, as amended at 47 FR 57721"Dec. 28, lg92]

(11) 2015 Bikes, Blues, BBQ Attendance Records at.

doilars-in-nwa/
. //5newsonhne. com/ 201 5 I 09 I 06 linterview-bikes-biu

(12) ChieP s BBQ Letter: htrps :,,/rÃ'w-u/ bikesbluesandbbq. org/wp-
content/uploads/20 I 2/08/Chiefs-BB O- letter. pdf

(13) Hot Springs Motorcycle Rally Webpage: http:i¡wr¡'w..thehotsprin*qsralli, com/

(14) U.S. Dept. of Transportation: Highway Traflic Noise:
Analysis and Abatement Guidance

(15) NC curryes - Noise Criterion
Noise levels below 80 dBA are considered safe from a hearing loss perspective.
Howevet, they can still be highly annoying and interfere withlhe efÍ'ective performance of
occupational tasks or other activities. http.//wvw-rnne.psu.edu/lamancusa/me45B/4:metrics pdf

(16) Noise Control Act (1972) Congressional Statement:
https. //www. law. coi nell eduiuscode/text/42l490 i

(17) Environmental Protection Agency - Statement on Noise: http:i/wwrv epa gov/clean-air-
act-overview/title- iv-noise-pollution

(18) Health and Quiet, December 7,2009 by Chris Roth: http://wu'w.ic org/health-and-quiet/

(19) Quiel Please: Fighting Noise Pollution, Nova: http:i/www.nor¡a.org.aulpeople-

medicine/noi se-poitr ution

(20) Townhall Meeting W Mayor Sanders:

https.//rickeyholtsclaw.wordpress.corn/2016/02l0 i /tow-nhall-meeting.jiqrt:srnithl
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FOIA Statistical Returns

Unfortunately, two of the scanned digital copies (Fort Smith and Van Buren PD) of the FOIA

requests will not download properþ to this Pleading document format; therefore, please see the

hard-copy of the Pleading to view those ForA statistical returns. Thank you.4

5

6

7

8

9

The First FOIA request is a sample of the request sent to each of the law

enforcement agencies involved in the six-month enforcement inquiry. The

statistical retums will follow this sample:

l0 Arkansas FOIA Request

Rickey D. Holtsclaw
11242 Howell Cabin Drive
Uniontown, Arkansas 72955

25 November 2015
City of Fayetteville Police Department
100 W Rock Street
Fayetteville, AR 72701

Dear Custodian of Records for the Fayetteville Police Department,
Under the Arkansas Freedom of Information Act $ 25-19-101 et seq., I am requesting an
opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records that indicate the number of õitations
issued by the Fayetteville Police Department for violations of Arkansas Traffrc Law,
specifically:

27-37-607. Noise or smoke producing devices prohibited.

(a) Errery motor vehicle shall, at all times, be equipped with a factory-installed muffler or one
duplicating factory specifications, in good working order and in constant operation, to prevent
excessive order and in constant operation, to prevent excessive or unusual ñoise and annoying
smoke.

(b) No person shall use on a motor vehicle upon the public roads, highways, streets, or alleys of
this state, nor shall any person sell for use on a motor vehicle upon the public roads, highways,
streets, or alleys of this state, a muffler, other than as defined in subsection (a) of this section,
cutout, bypass, similar device, or any type device which produces excessive or unusual noise or
smoke.

Date of inquiry: April I, 2Ol5 through October l, 2015.
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l) l:- requesting documentation of citations issued for vehicular NOISE violations issued by
theFayetteville Police Department using State Code 27-37-601or any relevant local ordinanóes
prohibiting excessive vehicular noise:
a) Citation numbers are requested for verification of statistical data.
b) Type ofvehicle cited e.g. automobile, trucþ motorcycle.
c) Date of citation issuance is requested, if the exact date is not available, the "month" of
issuance would be appreciated.
d) Citations issued for "smoke" under 27-37-601are NOT requested (Noise only please).

2) \ ry requesting documentation of citations issued and/or arrests made between April I , 201 5
and October 1,2015 for vi.olations of part (b) o{$9 Arkansas Motor Vehicle Laws, ipeciircally:
"nor sha^ll_any person sell for use on a motor vehicle upon the public roads, highways, streets, or
alleys of this state, a muffler, other than as defined in subsectiõn (a)"

4

5

6
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9

I t-I"gg.sting information regarding the enforcement action taken relevant to part (b) of
?7-?7-69! as it pertains to those muffler retaiVinstallation facilities within the incorpòiated city
limjts of Fayetteville, Arkansas that are selling muffler mechanisms for automobiled, fight truiks
and motorcycles that do not conform to or "duplicate factory specifications" between tñe dates ot
April l, 2015 and October 1,2015.

10

11

Please provide arrest/investigativeþolice action information sufficient for verification. I am not
lequesting information on active - in progress investigations but would appreciate information
that suc! investigations have been initiated and are in progress. I will submit a follow-up FOIA
request for those records in the future.

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me ifthe cost will
exceed $20.00. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure o

12

13

t4

l5

the-requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public's
understanding ofwhy our roadways are inundated with illegally loud motor vehiêles in violation
of State Code2l-37-601(a) and (b) This information is not being sought for commercial
purposes.

The Arkansas Freedom of Information Act requires a response within three business days.

fÊaccess to the records I am requesting will take longer, please contact me with information
about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the
refusal to release the information and noti$r me of the appeal procedures availableto me under
the law.

Thank you for considering my request.

Sincerely,
Rickey D. Holtsclaw
47 9-259 -704 I or 47 9-259-7 042
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Arkansas State Police (FOIA)

Retums via Google Electronic Mail

Holtsclaw - loud muffler citations_l1302015

Bill Sadler <bill.sadler@asp.arkansas.gov> Mon, Nov 30, 2015 at2:34PM

To. Rickey Holtsclaw <rickeyholt sclaw@gmail. com>

There are 38 violator citations on fïle at local courts (throughout Arkansas) which have been

issued by State Troopers relating to Arkansas Code Annotated ç27-37-6OL The records were

placed on file in the courts between April I - October 31, 2015.

The courts are the custodian of the particular records, unless you can identiff the person who

may have been cited by an Arkansas State Trooper.

Bill Sadler

Arkansas State Police - Public Information Offrcer

One State Police PlazaDrive - Little Rock, Arkansas 72209

(50 I ) 6 1 8-823 0 - trttp ://www. asp. state. ar. us/

Following, is Mr. Sadler's response to my request for the differentiation between citations

written for smoke and noise under 27-37-601(a) and investigations performed by the State Police

in accordance to subsection (b) - the prohibition relevant to the retail of mufflers in the State of

Arkansas that do not conform to the specifications of the factory-installed muffler.

Holtsclaw_loud muffler citations_l I 3020 I 5

Bill Sadler<bill.sadler@asp.arkansas.gov> Thu, Dec 3,2015 at 9:53 AM

To : Rickey Holtsclaw <rickeyholt sclaw@gmail. com>

I would direct you back to the court(s) where the tickets are filed. Only there would you be able

to delineate whether the charge may be for sale of equipment or noise. However for purposes of

perspective you should take into consideration the primary statutory duty of the Arkansas State

Police which is to patrol the state and U.S. highways. It would be a reasonable presumption that

most, if not all, of the citations are written for purpose of noise violation on state and U.S.

highways, not retail violations which would be typically a function of local law enforcement.
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Bill Sadler

Arkansas State Police - Public Information Officer

One State Police PlazaDrive - Linle Rock, Arkansas 72209

(50 I ) 6 I 8-823 0 - http.//www. asp. srate. ar.us/
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Arkansas Highway Police (FOIA)

Return via Google Electronic Mail

12/2112015 Gmail - FW: Information needed to file an Open Records Request relevant to

citations issued...

https://mail.google.com/maiVul0l"tui:2&ik:8cec40a2a7&view:pt&search:inbox&msg:151590

b03 8fl26d I I &siml:l 5 I 590b03 8Ð 6dl I 1 12

Rickey Holtsclaw <rickeyholtsclaw@gmail. com>

FW: Information needed to file an Open Records Request relevant to citations issued...

Schenetzke, Maria L. <Maria.Schenetzke@ahtd.ar gov> Moq Nov 30, 2015 at 9:37 AM

To: "rickeyholtsclaw@gmail.com" <rickeyholtsclaw@gmail. com>

Cc: "Allison, Evelyn T. " <Evelyn. Allison@ahtd. ar.gov>

Dear Mr. Holtsclaw:

Captain Batson has checked our records and we do not have any citations issued for 27-37-6Ol

(a) or any investigations conducted during this period for 27-37-601(b) by the Arkansas

Highway Police.

Sincerely,
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Maria L. Schenetzke

AHTD

Deputy Chief Counsel

P.O. Box 2261

Little Rocþ AR72203

501 . 5 69 .216 I Maria. S chenetzke@AHTD. ar. gov
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l2/2L/2015 Gmail - FOIA Request

https://mail.google.com/maiVu/Olhi:2&ik:8cec40a2a7&view:pt&search:inbox&msg:l5l59b

c602ed7 aíb&siml:l 5 I 59bc602e dl aíb 1 I I

Rickey Holtsclaw <rickeyholtsclaw@gmail. com>

FOIA Request

Stout, Craig <cstout@fayetteville-ar.gov> Mor¡ Nov 30, 2015 at 12:51 PM

City of Fayetteville, Arkansas (FOIA)

To : "rickeyholtsclaw@gmail. com " <rickeyholtsclaw@gmail. com>

Mr. Holtsclaw,

I have ran a query and show that we have issued no citations under A.C.A. 27-37-60l during the

time frame in question. I also show that we have no current investigations under the same statue

for the time frame in question

If you have questions, please feel free to contact me.

Craig Stout

Sergeant

100 West Rock Street

City of F'ayetteville, AR 72701

c stout@fayetteville-ar. gov

T 479.s87.3s801F 479.s7s.8283 
|

Fayettevilleo Arkansas Police Department (FOIA)

Return via Google Electronic Mail
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December 2,2015

Rickey D. Holtsclaw
11242 Howell Cabin Drive
Uniontown, Arkansas 72955

Dear Mr. Holtsclaw:

This letter is in response to your FOIA request dated November 25, 2015, and received by my
office on December l, 2015, in which you requesled "..-copies of public records thnt indicaie
the nuntber of citatiotts íssued...spectfically: 27-37-601. Noise or smoke producing devices
prohíbited- ...Date of ínquiry April 1,2015 through October 1,2015 [to include records of
sectiorts "a" and "b" of the statrúe.

The information you requested has been rescarched by the Office of Public Affairs. I did not
locate any record(s), citation(s), arrest(s), or investigation(s) that exist within our records
management system during the specified timeframe. I consider the release of this information as
fulfillment of your FOIA request.

íO0 ôouth 101h ötrøøt
Port 5milh, .fl rltan"sas 72901

Êhonø: (47Ð 755-q2\l
flax: (a79) 782-2356

Sincerely,

,/r+.t>"J*-o N-^-aJ^^
Scrgeant Daniel Grubbs
Office of Public Affairs
479-709-5141

"pride and progr¿ss
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December 1,2015

RickeyD. Holtsclaw
11242 Howell Cabin Drive
Uniontown, AR72955

Re: Request for Public Records

DearMr. Holtsclaw:

I represent the City of Van Buren, Arkansas. You have requested documents related to
citations issued for vehicular noise violations by the Van Buren Police Department from April l,
2015 to October 1,2015. Only one citation appears to have been issued by the City of Van Èurett
during that time period. Enclosed please find a copy of a certified docket evidencing one citation
for improper muffler or exhaust, a case history, a copy of the citation, and a list of violations during
the requested time period for the city of van Buren and crawford county.

Please let me know immediately ifthese documents do satisSr your request for information.
Aiso, please forward $.30 to the Van Buren Pülice Department for the costs of copies at your
earliest convenience.

ru.Ør¿¿d^w ,:%*,*,* (¿zç) ¿z¿- ozd,s

CAS/tls
Cc: Mayor Freeman

ChiefKenneth Bell

CityAttomey
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Fort Smith Police Department - see hard-copy for actual record

No citations written for violations of 27-37-601(a) during the six-month evaluation.

No investigations initiated for violations of 27-37-601(b) during the six-month

evaluation.

6

7

Van Buren, Arkansas FOIA Statistics - s€e hard-copy for the actual record

o One (l) citation issued for violation of 27-37-601(a) during the six-month evaluation.

o No investigations initiated for violations of 27-37-601(b) during the six-month

evaluation.
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Dated this 4ú Day of February 2016
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PO Box 315
Uniontown, Arkansas 72955
479-259-7041
rickeyho lt s claw @gmul. co m
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